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V. CONCLUSION .............................................................................. 188I. INTRODUCTIONWhen individuals in the United States face civil legal issues, theydo not have a constitutional right to legal counsel and therefore mustsecure paid counsel, proceed pro se, or qualify for free or pro bonolegal assistance.1 The number of Americans who are unable to affordlegal counsel is now at an all-time high, and studies have shown thatroughly 80% of the civil legal needs of low-income and modest-meansAmericans go unmet.2 Because the civil legal system is designed to
1. See Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 344–45 (1963) (holding that incriminal cases where the defendant faces imprisonment or the loss of physical liberty,the defendant has a right to state-funded counsel). But see Turner v. Rogers, 564 U.S.431, 448 (2011) (declining to recognize a constitutional right to counsel for indigentpersons facing civil contempt charges and the prospect of imprisonment); Lassiter v.Department of Social Services, 452 U.S. 18, 33 (1981) (holding that the Due ProcessClause of the United States Constitution did not provide for a right to appointedcounsel for indigent parents facing the termination of their parental rights).2. See LEGAL SERVS. CORP., THE JUSTICE GAP: MEASURING THE UNMET CIVIL LEGAL NEEDSOF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS 14 (2017), https://www.lsc.gov/sites/default/files/images/TheJusticeGap-FullReport.pdf [https://perma.cc/7Z5N-EZDQ] (finding that“[e]ighty-six percent of the civil legal problems faced by low-income Americans in agiven year receive inadequate or no legal help”); Rebecca Buckwalter-Poza, Making
Justice Equal, CTR. FOR AM. PROGRESS (Dec. 8, 2016), https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/criminal-justice/reports/2016/12/08/294479/making-justice-equal[https://perma.cc/73PY-QM4N] (“Past estimates and more recent state-by-statestudies suggest that about 80 percent of the civil legal needs of those living in povertygo unmet as well as 40 to 60 percent of the needs of middle-income Americans.”)(footnotes omitted); The Unmet Need for Legal Aid, LEGAL SERVS. CORP.,https://www.lsc.gov/what-legal-aid/unmet-need-legal-aid [https://perma.cc/WEB2-U5BS] (“State studies consistently show a higher percentage (80%) of the civil legalneeds of the eligible population are not being met.”).
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require an attorney in most, if not all, legal situations,3 this ever-widening justice gap has sparked a national conversation on access tojustice, particularly for those who cannot afford to pay for the legalassistance that they need.4Indeed, a civil access to justice movement has emerged that isinsisting, with increasing urgency, that these problems be confrontedand solved, not only for the benefit of individuals, families, andcommunities, but also to promote the stability of the rule of law andof the larger society.5 As part of and in response to this movement, the
3. See Lincoln Caplan, The Justice Gap: America’s Unfulfilled Promise of “Equal
Justice Under Law”, HARV. MAGAZINE, Nov.-Dec. 2017, https://harvardmagazine.com/2017/11/unequal-justice-america [https://perma.cc/R2QV-BTKQ] (noting howReginald Heber Smith’s visionary book entitled JUSTICE AND THE POOR “recounted howAmerican lawyers had devised a system of substantive law and legal procedure soconvoluted that it denied access to justice to anyone who didn’t have a lawyer tonavigate it”); see also ALAN W. HOUSEMAN, THE JUSTICE GAP: CIVIL LEGAL ASSISTANCE TODAYAND TOMORROW 1, 3 (2011), https://www.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/issues/2011/06/pdf/justice.pdf [https://perma.cc/JJ9B-9NG2] (“Without theservices of a lawyer, low-income people with civil legal problems may have nopractical way of protecting their rights and advancing their interests.”).4. See Caplan, supra note 3 (describing the access to justice debate as follows:“The main divisions in the debate today are about resources: between those whowant to see [Reginald Heber] Smith’s vision realized, with lawyers central to thestory, and others who are convinced it’s not possible to provide enough lawyers tomeet the need—and who also believe that, in many instances, a lawyer isn’t neededto solve the problem; and between those who think it’s essential for the federalgovernment to fund legal aid (with many convinced the government should providemuch more money than it now does) and others, like officials in the Trump WhiteHouse, who say the federal government should have no role in paying for legal aid.”);
see also Jennifer S. Bard & Larry Cunningham, The Legal Profession is Failing Low-
Income and Middle-Class People. Let’s Fix That, WASH. POST (June 5, 2017),https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-legal-profession-is-failing-lowincome-and-middle-class-people-lets-fix-that/2017/06/02/e266200a-246b-11e7-bb9d-8cd6118e1409_story.html?utm_term=.211d75c9824c [https://perma.cc/BM7E-XTN7]; Ethan Bronner, Right to Lawyer Can Be Empty Promise for Poor, N.Y. TIMES(Mar. 15, 2013), https://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/16/us/16gideon.html[https://perma.cc/9XKK-2W9V]; Elizabeth Carr, No Justice for Most: Brainstorming to
Improve Access to Justice, HARV. L. TODAY (Nov. 16, 2017), https://today.law.harvard.edu/no-justice-brainstorming-improve-access-justice [https://perma.cc/26RP-JR6F].5. See Mary E. McClymont, A Solution for the Access Crisis in our Civil Justice
System, Voices of the Governing Institute, GOVERNING (Mar. 30, 2017),http://www.governing.com/gov-institute/voices/col-access-crisis-civil-justice-system-accessfor-all-project.html [https://perma.cc/5V78-MZ58] (“[T]here is bothwidespread awareness of the crisis in our civil justice system and a formidable will to
3
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National Center for Access to Justice (NCAJ) at Fordham UniversitySchool of Law created the Justice Index in 2014 with the goal ofsupporting the expansion of access to justice in state justice systems.6The Justice Index, the first online resource of its kind,7 provides acomprehensive, visual picture of selected best law, rules, and policiesfor ensuring access to justice across the United States.8 The JusticeIndex relies on data-analytics tools to score and rank the fifty states,the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico on their adoption of theseselected best practices, making it easy for advocates to champion, andcreating an incentive for state officials to replicate those practices.9The Justice Index, in essence, seeks to “ensure that a person’s abilityto protect and vindicate her rights in a state justice system does notdepend on whether she can afford a lawyer, speak and understandEnglish, or navigate the legal system without an accommodation dueto a physical or mental disability.”10In evaluating each jurisdiction’s infrastructure, the Justice Indexincorporates indicators that are widely accepted by civil legal aid andpublic interest organizations, the courts, and experts in the field.11The NCAJ chose indicators that it believes address essential elementsfor expanding access to justice and provide a broader sense of thelevel of commitment made by each jurisdiction to an accessible legalsystem.12 In line with the Conference of Chief Justices and Conferenceof State Court Administrators’ resolution, which encourages state
come together to remedy it.”); see also John Pollock, It’s All About Justice: Gideon and
the Right to Counsel in Civil Cases, 39 HUM. RTS. 4, 12–13 (2013) (“[I]t is our hope, andour mission, to ensure that new rights to counsel are accompanied by sufficientfunding in order to avoid the nightmare caseload scenario that has plagued indigentdefense.”); Carr, supra note 4 (“[T]he legal profession should look to other industriesthat have overcome similar issues surrounding access to services”).6. About the Justice Index, JUSTICE INDEX, https://justiceindex.org/about[https://perma.cc/5SF4-KZEU].7. Meet the Leader Series: Advancing Equity Through Criminal Justice Reform
and Social Policy, GEPHARDT INST. FOR CIVIC & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT, https://gephardtinstitute.wustl.edu/meet-the-leader-series-criminal-justice-organizations [https://perma.cc/UMG7-U7VJ].8. Overall Scores and Rankings, JUSTICE INDEX, https://justiceindex.org/2016-findings/findings [https://perma.cc/T94Y-D7N8].9. See About the Justice Index, supra note 6.10. Id.11. General Methodology, JUSTICE INDEX, https://justiceindex.org/methodology[https://perma.cc/5RUW-4UV6].12. Id.
4
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courts to assure “100 percent access to effective assistance foressential civil legal needs,”13 the Justice Index sorts its indicators intofour key categories: (1) attorney access (the number of lawyersserving low-income communities) (hereinafter referred to as theAttorney Access Index); (2) self-representation (access for peoplewithout lawyers); (3) language access (access for people with limitedEnglish proficiency); and (5) disability access (access for people withdisabilities).14 Pursuant to its vision, “[t]he laws, rules and policiestracked by the Justice Index represent a critical framework . . . [thatjurisdictions should adopt in order] to provide access to justice totheir most vulnerable residents.”15However, in evaluating attorney access, the Justice Index has yetto incorporate a critical indicator—pro bono legal services providedby the private bar. Currently, for the Attorney Access Index, the JusticeIndex relies on a single criterion: the “civil legal aid attorney ratio.”16To calculate this ratio, the NCAJ divides “the number of full-time-equivalent civil legal aid attorneys employed in the state by thenumber of people in the state with incomes at or below 200% of thefederal poverty [guidelines].”17 Incorporating pro bono legalassistance as an indicator within the Attorney Access Index ischallenging; largely due to the complexity and inconsistency of datacollection across the public interest community, as well as the lack of
13. CONFERENCE OF CHIEF JUSTICES & CONFERENCE OF STATE COURT ADMINISTRATORS,RESOLUTION 5: REAFFIRMING THE COMMITMENT TO MEANINGFUL ACCESS TO JUSTICE FOR ALL 1(2015), https://www.ncsc.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/access/5%20Meaningful%20Access%20to%20Justice%20for%20All_final.ashx [https://perma.cc/5HHE-C2S8]. The Justice Index’s indicators also parallel the criteria identified by Justice forAll, a project supported by the Public Welfare Foundation and housed at the NationalCenter for State Courts that aims to support the efforts of states to realize the visionarticulated in Resolution 5. See Justice for All Implementation Awards Announced, CTR.ON COURT ACCESS TO JUSTICE FOR ALL, https://www.ncsc.org/microsites/access-to-justice/home/Justice-for-All-Project.aspx [https://perma.cc/8LTA-MHXG].14. Justice Index 2016 Findings, THE JUSTICE INDEX, https://justiceindex.org/2016-findings [https://perma.cc/BTL7-HDVM].15. Why Access to Justice Matters, THE JUSTICE INDEX,https://justiceindex.org/our-vision/#site-navigation [https://perma.cc/B6CZ-AXEJ].16. Counting the Number of Lawyers for the Poor, THE JUSTICE INDEX,https://justiceindex.org/methodology/overall-methodology/ [https://perma.cc/ZQR3-C8LZ].17. Id.
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analysis surrounding the best practices necessary for states todevelop a pro bono infrastructure to expand access to justice.18As the NCAJ is embarking on its third rendition of the JusticeIndex in 2018,19 now is the time to revise the Attorney Access Indexto incorporate not only the “civil legal aid attorney ratio” but also civilGideon laws20 and the best practices or best models for developing astrong pro bono infrastructure.21 As such, this article will explore andevaluate the laws, rules, and policies that some states have adoptedand the public interest community has proffered as best practices forpromoting pro bono. Such policies include: (1) the adoption of ABAModel Rules 6.1 and 6.5 and ABA Model Code of Judicial Conduct Rule3.7(B); (2) requiring pro bono service as a condition to becominglicensed for law practice; (3) permitting attorneys who take pro bono
18. See Phoebe A. Haddon, Dean, Univ. of Md. Francis King Carey School of Law,Too Many Lawyers? Too Few Jobs? Bridging the Justice Gap, Address Before theAmerican Law Institute Annual Meeting (May 20, 2014), https://vimeopro.com/americanlawinstitute/portfolio/video/97545999 [https://perma.cc/HE9U-PSNV](“[T]here is no uniform national compilation of statistics on unrepresented litigants.
None . . . . The absence of uniform statistical data on unrepresented litigants preventsus from fully grasping the dimensions of this access problem and the complexities ofsolutions that might actually succeed. I think it compromises our ability to really thinkvery constructively and make sound strategic decisions. We don’t know how toallocate scarce resources or which kind of initiatives ought to take priority overothers. We need sustained evidence-based studies to inform our access work.”(emphasis added)); see also Latonia Haney Keith, Poverty, the Great Unequalizer:
Improving the Delivery System for Civil Legal Aid, 66 CATH. U. L. REV. 55, 59 (2016), https://scholarship.law.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=3397&context=lawreview [http://perma.cc/VMK2-3YTG](“[D]ue to a high degree of fragmentation in the civil legal aid system, acomprehensive national study does not exist to provide a clear picture.”).19. Telephone Interview with David Udell, Exec. Dir., Nat’l Ctr. for Access toJustice, and Jamie Gamble, Senior Counsel & Dir., Justice Index Project, Nat’l Ctr. forAccess to Justice (June 26, 2017). The NCAJ originally launched the Justice Index in2014 using data collected in 2012 and 2013. About the Justice Index, supra note 6. TheNCAJ refined its methodology and re-launched the Justice Index in 2016 based on datacollected in 2015. Id.20. See Keith, supra note 18, at 77–78 (“Though there is no constitutional rightto counsel in civil proceedings, some state legislatures have enacted statutes andsome state courts have judicially decided that state-funded counsel should beprovided as a right to some parties, typically concerning civil commitment or familylaw issues.”).21. See Latonia Haney Keith, Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the JusticeIndex (June 28, 2018) (electronic survey via Qualtrics) (on file with author)[hereinafter Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index].
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cases to earn credit toward mandatory CLE requirements; (4)reporting requirements for pro bono to maintain one’s license topractice; and (5) the waiver of license requirements for lawprofessors, in-house counsel, retired and inactive attorneys, and out-of-state attorneys assisting individuals and families in a stateimpacted by a disaster. Upon evaluating the strengths andweaknesses of the policies, this article will take a position on whichpractices or interventions are the most effective and that alljurisdictions should institute as essential elements of a sound probono infrastructure; thereby increasing access to justice.II. EXISTING STATEWIDE RULES, POLICIES, AND INITIATIVES
A. Model Rule of Professional Conduct 6.1In 1969, the American Bar Association’s House of Delegatesadopted the Model Code of Professional Responsibility, whichprescribed the baseline standards of legal ethics and professionalresponsibility for attorneys in the United States.22 This adoptionrepresented the first time that the American Bar Associationarticulated an affirmative responsibility of attorneys to engage in probono legal services.23 Under Canon 2 of the Model Code—entitled “ALawyer Should Assist the Legal Profession in Fulfilling Its Duty toMake Legal Counsel Available”—Ethical Consideration 2-25articulated this responsibility as follows:Historically, the need for legal services of those unable topay reasonable fees has been met in part by lawyers whodonated their services or accepted court appointments onbehalf of such individuals. The basic responsibility forproviding legal services for those unable to pay ultimatelyrests upon the individual lawyer, and personal involvementin the problems of the disadvantaged can be one of the mostrewarding experiences in the life of a lawyer. Every lawyer,regardless of professional prominence or professionalworkload, should find time to participate in serving thedisadvantaged. The rendition of free legal services to thoseunable to pay reasonable fees continues to be an obligation
22. See MODEL CODE OF PROF’L RESPONSIBILITY Preface (AM. BAR ASS’N 1980). Prior tothe Model Code, the ABA’s standards of professional responsibility for lawyers weregoverned under the Canons of Professional Ethics. See id.23. Id. EC 2-25, nn. 40, 43.
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of each lawyer, but the efforts of individual lawyers are oftennot enough to meet the need. Thus it has been necessary forthe profession to institute additional programs to providelegal services. Accordingly, legal aid offices, lawyer referralservices, and other related programs have been developed,and others will be developed, by the profession. Everylawyer should support all proper efforts to meet this needfor legal services.24Moreover, Canon 8 of the Model Code, entitled “A Lawyer ShouldAssist in Improving the Legal System,” provided that “[t]hose personsunable to pay for legal services should be provided neededservices,”25 and further pronounced that “[t]he advancement of ourlegal system is of vital importance in maintaining the rule of law and. . . therefore, lawyers should encourage, and should aid in making,needed changes and improvements.”26Although the ABA characterized all the above statements as“Ethical Considerations” that extolled principles toward whichattorneys should aspire, no repercussions actually befell attorneys fortheir failure to live up to this newly articulated “basicresponsibility.”27 The Model Code therefore had very little impact onthe behavior of the bar towards assisting disadvantaged communities.A 1972 study on pro bono legal services by the private bar concluded:“We have seen too little evidence of professional as opposed to tradeperformance by the individual lawyer and no evidence of seriousprofessional self-regulation toward diverting the profession to thepursuit of common good—the public interest.”28 The authors of thestudy argued “that public interest or pro bono work should be a duty
24. Id. EC 2-25.25. Id. EC 8-3.26. Id. EC 8-9.27. Id. Preliminary Statement (“The Ethical Considerations are aspirational incharacter and represent the objectives toward which every member of the professionshould strive. They constitute a body of principles upon which the lawyer can rely forguidance in many specific situations. The Disciplinary Rules, unlike the EthicalConsiderations, are mandatory in character. The Disciplinary Rules state theminimum level of conduct below which no lawyer can fall without being subject todisciplinary action.” (footnotes omitted)).28. PRIVATE LAWYERS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST 33 (Robert Granfield & Lynn Mathereds., 2009) [hereinafter PRIVATE LAWYERS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST] (quoting DennisKaufman, Pro Bono: The Evolution of a Professional Ethos, 10 PBI EXCHANGE 3, 15(1992)).
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for all lawyers, and linked this duty to the monopoly lawyers hold onlegal services.”29Three years later, the ABA House of Delegates passed aresolution, which the Special Committee on Public Interest Practiceoriginally proposed, aiming to define an attorney’s obligation toengage in pro bono legal services.30 The resolution, referred to as theMontreal Resolution, formally acknowledged that “it is the basicprofessional responsibility of each lawyer engaged in the practice oflaw to provide public interest legal services.”31 The resolution furtherspecified the areas in which lawyers should render such services;namely, “poverty law, civil rights law, public rights law, charitableorganization representation, and administration of justice.”32 Inoutlining the resolution’s implementation, the Special Committee onPublic Interest Practice recommended “that state and local barassociations adopt guidelines quantifying the pro bono responsibilityand assist lawyers in deciding such issues as monetary contributionin lieu of services and the appropriate role of bar association[s] inassisting lawyers to fulfill their responsibility.”33In 1983, the ABA House of Delegates adopted the Model Rules ofProfessional Conduct, which overhauled the Model Code.34 Althoughthe House of Delegates incorporated an attorney’s obligation torender pro bono legal services into the black letter of the rules, theyrefrained from making the pro bono responsibility mandatory.35 In1980, the ABA Commission on Evaluation of Professional Standards(referred to as the Kutak Commission) published a discussion draft ofthe proposed Model Rules that included a mandatory pro bonorequirement:A lawyer shall render unpaid public interest legal service. Alawyer may discharge this responsibility by service inactivities for improving the law, the legal system, or the legal
29. Id. (emphasis in original).30. See id.; Ann Juergens & Diane Galatowitsch, A Call to Cultivate the Public
Interest: Beyond Pro Bono, 51 WASH. U.J.L. & POL’Y 95, 105 (2016).31. PRIVATE LAWYERS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST, supra note 28, at 33 (quoting theresolution).32. Id.33. Id. (quoting Kaufman, supra note 28, at 15).34. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT Preface (AM. BAR ASS’N 2018).35. ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct (pre-2002) History, LEGAL INFO. INST.(last updated Mar. 2013), https://www.law.cornell.edu/ethics/aba/2001/history.htm [https://perma.cc/3PB8-TJ7Z] [hereinafter ABA Rules History].
9
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profession, or by providing professional services to personsof limited means or to public service groups ororganizations. A lawyer shall make an annual reportconcerning such service to an appropriate regulatoryauthority.36The provision, however, faced such strong opposition that “theadoption of the entire set of Model Rules . . . was threatened.”37 TheNational Organization of Bar Counsel raised several concernsregarding the implementation of the proposed rule including thestrain that enforcing the rule would place on a disciplinary body; thelack of a specific amount of pro bono service the provision requiredattorneys to render; the failure to include an exception for “thoseattorneys in military, governmental, judicial, or legal servicesorganizations”; and the reflection of an “unwarranted lack ofconfidence in lawyers.”38 Accordingly, in late 1980, the KutakCommission announced that it was eliminating the mandatory natureof the proposed rule and removing the reporting requirements.39 Thecommission’s decision also led to opposition. In an op-ed, Sara-AnnDeterman, the then-Chairman of the Special Committee on PublicInterest Practice, protested the word change in the proposed rule,stating:The 1975 Resolution of the A.B.A. House of Delegates on thelawyer’s public service obligation states: “ . . . it is a basicprofessional responsibility of each lawyer engaged in thepractice of law to provide public interest legal services.”Only through mandatory language can the importance ofthis fundamental obligation be sufficiently underscored. Webelieve that substituting “should” for “shall” wouldundesirably weaken the forceful language of the Montrealresolution, reducing what was intended as a statement ofobligation to a mere wish, with little or no practicalsignificance.40
36. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 8.1 (AM. BAR ASS’N, Discussion Draft 1980).37. Chesterfield H. Smith, Mandatory Pro Bono Service Standard—Its Time Has
Come, 35 U. MIAMI L. REV. 727, 727-28 (1981), https://repository.law.miami.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2349&context=umlr [http://perma.cc/YC74-CYWZ].38. Id. at 728.39. Id.40. Sara-Ann Determan, Protest Word Change, 67 A.B.A. J. 536 (1981).
10
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Despite this criticism, the ABA withdrew the mandatory natureof the provision and the reporting requirements from the finalproposed draft of the Model Rules,41 rendering the final languagepurely aspirational:A lawyer should render public interest legal service. Alawyer may discharge this responsibility by providingprofessional services at no fee or a reduced fee to persons oflimited means or to public service or charitable groups ororganizations, by service in activities for improving the law,the legal system or the legal profession, and by financialsupport for organizations that provide legal services topersons of limited means.42A decade later, the ABA House of Delegates voted to revise ModelRule 6.1, reiterating the aspirational nature of pro bono in both thetext and title of the rule,43 and quantifying the goal—encouraginglawyers to contribute at least fifty hours of pro bono legal servicesannually.44 The new Model Rule 6.1 also incorporated a more refineddefinition of pro bono, specified the ways in which attorneys maydischarge this responsibility, and clarified that “a substantialmajority” of an attorney’s commitment to pro bono should bedischarged through the provision of legal services to “persons oflimited means” or groups “primarily designed to address the needs ofpersons of limited means.”45In 2002, the ABA House of Delegates once again revised ModelRule 6.1 to add a new sentence at the beginning of the ruleemphasizing that “[e]very lawyer has a professional responsibility to
41. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (AM. BAR ASS’N, Proposed Final Draft1981) [hereinafter Proposed Final Draft].42. ABA Rules History, supra note 35.43. The title was revised from “Pro Bono Publico Service” (Proposed Final Draft,
supra note 41, at 84) to “Voluntary Pro Bono Publico Service” (MODEL RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.1)).44. See ABA Rules History, supra note 35. The fifty-hour aspirational goalincorporated into the Model Rule aligns with the ABA House of Delegates’ adoptionin 1988 of the resolution, referred to as the Toronto Resolution, that, among otherthings: “Urge[d] all attorneys to devote a reasonable amount of time, but in no eventless than 50 hours per year, to pro bono and other public service activities that servethose in need or improve the law, the legal system, or the legal profession.” AM. BARASS’N, RECOMMENDATION 122A (1988), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/directories/policy/1988_am_122a.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/WJT8-GJZK].45. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1.
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provide legal services to those unable to pay.”46 The revision alsoadded a new Comment 11 stating that “[l]aw firms should actreasonably to enable and encourage all lawyers in the firm to providethe pro bono legal services called for by this Rule.”47 However, therevised version retained the former Comment 11—now Comment12—which continues to make clear that “[t]he responsibility set forthin this Rule is not intended to be enforced through disciplinaryprocess.”48With the assistance of the ABA Center for ProfessionalResponsibility’s Policy Implementation Committee, each state, withthe exception of California, has adopted rules of professional conduct
46. Id. The current text of Model Rule 6.1 is as follows:Every lawyer has a professional responsibility to provide legal services tothose unable to pay. A lawyer should aspire to render at least (50) hoursof pro bono publico legal services per year. In fulfilling this responsibility,the lawyer should:(a) provide a substantial majority of the (50) hours of legal serviceswithout fee or expectation of fee to:(1) persons of limited means; or(2) charitable, religious, civic, community, governmental andeducational organizations in matters which are designedprimarily to address the needs of persons of limited means;and(b) provide any additional services through:(1) delivery of legal services at no fee or substantially reducedfee to individuals, groups or organizations seeking to secureor protect civil rights, civil liberties or public rights, orcharitable, religious, civic, community, governmental andeducational organizations in matters in furtherance of theirorganizational purposes, where the payment of standard legalfees would significantly deplete the organization’s economicresources or would be otherwise inappropriate;(2) delivery of legal services at a substantially reduced fee topersons of limited means; or(3) participation in activities for improving the law, the legalsystem or the legal profession.In addition, a lawyer should voluntarily contribute financial support toorganizations that provide legal services to persons of limited means.
Id. 47. Id. cmt. 11.48. Id. cmt. 12.
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that follow the format of or closely align with the Model Rules.49Additionally, most jurisdictions have adopted some version of ModelRule 6.1 in their rules of professional conduct. Six jurisdictionsincorporate verbatim the current version of Model Rule 6.1 into theirrules;50 whereas thirteen jurisdictions mimic the current version withcertain revisions.51 Moreover, eight jurisdictions incorporate a rule
49. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, AM. BAR ASS’N (Sept. 27, 2018),http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct.html [https://perma.cc/ST4R-GE96].50. ALASKA RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2018); ARK. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r.6.1 (2014); IOWA RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2012); MINN. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r.6.1 (2015); R.I. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2007); WIS. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1(2017).51. COLO. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2016) (including an additional commentencouraging law firms to adopt a pro bono policy); IDAHO RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r.6.1 (2014) (removing a part of the last clause of Model Rule 6.1(b)(1)); LA. LAWYERS’RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2004) (omitting the final paragraph of the Model Ruleand all comments); ME. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2014) (removing the“substantial majority” requirement and the suggested amount of hours); MONT. RULESOF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2017) (removing the word “voluntary” from the title of therule and omitting all comments); NEB. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2008) (omittingthe language specifying a commitment of at least 50 hours); N.H. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.1 (2004) (reducing the annual pro bono commitment to at least thirtyhours); N.M. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 16-601 (2016); N.M. RULES GOVERNING N.M. BARr. 24-108 (2016) (permitting attorneys to discharge their pro bono commitment bycontributing $500 per year to legal services organizations or some combination ofpro bono hours and financial contribution, and incorporating a mandatory pro bonoreporting requirement); N.C. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2003) (moving Model Rule6.1(b)(1) under section (a) creating a new sub-section (3)); UTAH RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.1 (2015) (adding a provision that lawyers may “discharge theresponsibility to provide pro bono publico legal services by making an annualcontribution [to a legal services provider] of at least $10 per hour for each hour notprovided under [the rule],” and a provision instituting a voluntary pro bono reportingrequirement); VT. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2014) (removing the words “aspireto” from the second sentence); WASH. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2015) (reducingthe annual pro bono commitment to at least thirty hours, but providing forrecognition to attorneys reporting at least fifty hours to the Washington State BarAssociation, removing the specification that the majority of pro bono hours beprovided without fee or expectation of the fee, and omitting the language relating tovoluntary contributions of financial support to legal services organizations); WYO.RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2014) (revising the final paragraph to permit attorneysto substitute their pro bono commitment by “voluntarily contribut[ing] $500.00 peryear to any existing non-profit organization which provides direct legal assistance topersons of limited means”).
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more closely aligned with either the 1993 version52 or the 1983version;53 whereas eleven jurisdictions incorporate the original 1983version verbatim into their rules of professional conduct.54 Twelvejurisdictions, however, incorporate an aspirational commitment topro bono in their rules of professional conduct or in state bar or highcourt resolutions through language distinct from Model Rule 6.1.55
52. GA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2001) (adding a provision that states “[n]oreporting rules or requirements may be imposed without specific permission of theSupreme Court granted through amendments to these Rules”); HAW. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.1 (2014) (revising section (a) of Model Rule 6.1 to read “provide at least25 hours of legal services,” rather than “provide a substantial majority of the (50)hours of legal services”; adding a provision to permit attorneys to discharge their probono commitment by “contributing at least $500 each year” to a legal servicesprovider; adding the new Comment 11 in the 2002 version; and omitting the word“voluntary” from the title of the rule); MASS. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2018)(reducing the annual pro bono commitment to at least twenty-five hours; revising thefinal paragraph to state that Massachusetts lawyers should “contribute from $250 to1 percent of the lawyer’s annual taxable, professional income to one or moreorganizations that provide or support legal services to persons of limited means”; andomitting several comments); TENN. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2018) (adding thenew Comment 11 in the 2002 version).53. D.C. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2007) (adding the new Comment 11 in the2002 version and a comment that “call[s] on members of the D.C. Bar, at a minimum,each year to (1) accept one court appointment, (2) provide 50 hours of pro bono legalservice, or (3) when personal representation is not feasible, contribute the lesser of$750 or 1 percent of earned income to a legal assistance organization”); KY. RULES OFPROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (1994) (adding the aspirational fifty-hour annual goal in futureversions of the Model Rule, incorporating a voluntary pro bono reportingrequirement, and providing for recognition to attorneys reporting at least fifty hoursto the Kentucky Bar Association); OKLA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2008)(incorporating minor word changes with no substantive effect); S.D. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.1 (2004) (incorporating minor word changes with no substantive effect).54. ALA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2007); CONN. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1(2018); DEL. LAWYERS’ RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2010); IND. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.1 (2018); KAN. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2007); MO. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.1 (2007); N.J. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2004); N.D. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.1 (2006); PA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2018); S.C. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.1 (2017); W. VA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2015).55. ARIZ. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2004) (permitting attorneys who commitin excess of fifty hours to carryover the excess hours to subsequent years, a pro ratereduction of the fifty-hour goal for part-time attorneys, and a law firm or group oflawyers to satisfy their responsibility collectively); STATE BAR OF CAL., PRO BONORESOLUTION (2002) (urging law firms and governmental and corporate employers tocount at least fifty pro bono hours per year to any billable hour requirements and lawschools to both encourage participation in pro bono by law students and require “any
14
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law firm wishing to recruit on campus to provide a written statement of its policy”regarding its pro bono commitment); CAL. BUS. & PROF’L CODE § 6068 (2004)(mandating that “[i]t is the duty of an attorney . . . [n]ever to reject, for anyconsideration personal to himself or herself, the cause of the defenseless or theoppressed”); FLA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 4-6.1 (2018) (reducing the pro bonocommitment to twenty hours; allowing attorneys to discharge their pro bonocommitment by contributing $350 to a legal aid organization; permitting attorneys tocarry over excess hours; allowing collective satisfaction of the requirement;incorporating a mandatory pro bono reporting requirement; and exemptingmembers of the judiciary and their staff, certain government lawyers, and retired,inactive, or suspended attorneys from complying with this responsibility); MD.LAWYERS’ RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2016) (permitting a pro rata reduction of thefifty-hour goal for part-time attorneys; moving the language under Model Rule6.1(b)(1) and (b)(2) to fall under the “substantial majority” language under ModelRule 6.1(a); omitting most comments; and inserting into the black letter of the rule aprovision entitled “Effect of Noncompliance,” which states: “This Rule is aspirational,not mandatory. Noncompliance with this Rule shall not be grounds for disciplinaryaction or other sanctions”); MICH. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2018); STATE BAR OFMICH., VOLUNTARY PRO BONO STANDARD (2012) (encouraging Michigan attorneys torepresent pro bono “a minimum of three low income individuals,” commit at leastthirty hours to pro bono service, or contribute a minimum of $300 annually or aminimum of $500 annually “for those lawyers whose income allows a highercontribution”); MISS. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2005) (reducing the pro bonocommitment to twenty hours; allowing attorneys to discharge their pro bonocommitment by contributing $200 to the Mississippi Bar; permitting attorneys tocarry over excess hours; allowing collective satisfaction of the requirement;incorporating a mandatory pro bono reporting requirement, and exemptingmembers of the judiciary and their staff, certain government lawyers, legal aidlawyers, retired, inactive, or suspended attorneys, and “lawyers who are restrictedfrom practicing law outside their specific employment” from complying with thisresponsibility); NEV. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2018) (reducing the pro bonocommitment to twenty hours; allowing attorneys to discharge their pro bonocommitment by either providing sixty hours of services annually “at a substantiallyreduced fee to persons of limited means” or contributing $500.00 to legal servicesorganizations; establishing the development of district court pro bono committees,an access to justice section, and district foundations; permitting courts to directsanctions or fines to be paid to legal services organizations or law libraries; andincorporating a mandatory pro bono reporting requirement, including institutinga $100 fine for failure to timely report); N.Y. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2017)(clarifying that “[l]awyers in private practice or employed by a for-profit entityshould aspire to contribute annually in an amount at least equivalent to (i) theamount typically billed by the lawyer (or the firm with which the lawyer is associated)for one hour of time; or (ii) if the lawyer’s work is performed on a contingency basis,the amount typically billed by lawyers in the community for one hour of time; or (iii)the amount typically paid by the organization employing the lawyer for one hour ofthe lawyer’s time; or (iv) if the lawyer is underemployed, an amount not to exceed
15
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Only Illinois has resisted including some equivalent form of ModelRule 6.1 in its rules of professional conduct. The preamble to theIllinois Rules of Professional Conduct explicitly acknowledges therationale for omitting Model Rule 6,1:The absence from the Illinois Rules of a counterpart to ABAModel Rule 6.1 regarding pro bono and public service shouldnot be interpreted as limiting the responsibility of lawyersto render uncompensated service in the public interest.Rather, the rationale is that this responsibility is notappropriate for disciplinary rules because it is not possibleto articulate an appropriate disciplinary standardregarding pro bono and public service.56
B. Model Rule of Professional Conduct 6.5Unlike Model Rule 6.1, Model Rule 6.5—titled “Nonprofit &Court-Annexed Limited Legal Services Programs”—does not providean aspirational standard or suggested behavior for lawyers.57 Instead,Model Rule 6.5 dovetails with Model Rule 6.1 in an important way: itprovides exceptions to other key provisions in the Model Rulesschema. These exceptions are intended to allow lawyers to provide
one-tenth of one percent of the lawyer’s income”); OHIO RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT pmbl.[6], r. 6.1 (2017); SUPREME COURT OF OHIO, STATEMENT REGARDING THE PROVISION OF PROBONO LEGAL SERVICES BY OHIO LAWYERS (2007) (strongly encouraging “each Ohio lawyerto ensure access to justice for all Ohioans by participating in pro bono activities”;allowing attorneys to discharge their pro bono commitment by contributing to legalservices organizations; and establishing a voluntary pro bono reportingrequirement); OR. STATE BAR BYLAW 13.1 (2017) (urging each Oregon attorney to“annually to perform 80 hours of pro bono services” and “endeavor to devote 20 to40 hours or to handle two cases involving the direct provision of legal services to thepoor, without an expectation of compensation”); TEX. DISCIPLINARY RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT pmbl. [6] (2018); STATE BAR OF TEX. BD. OF DIR., STATE BAR OF TEXAS RESOLUTION(2000) (clarifying that financial contributions include “out-of-pocket, non-reimbursed expenses incurred by a lawyer” handling a pro bono matter); VA. RULES OFPROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1 (2009) (encouraging Virginia attorneys to “render at least twopercent per year of the lawyer’s professional time to pro bono”; allowing attorneys todischarge their pro bono commitment by contributing to legal services organizations;and allowing collective satisfaction of the requirement).56. ILL. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT pmbl. [6B] (2010). But see ILL. SUP. CT. R. 756(f)(2018) (incorporating a mandatory pro bono reporting requirement to maintainone’s license to practice law in Illinois).57. See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2016).
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pro bono services pro bono in circumstances that would otherwise beforeclosed to them.Adopted by the ABA House of Delegates in 2002,58 Model Rule 6.5states:(a) A lawyer who, under the auspices of a programsponsored by a nonprofit organization or court, providesshort-term limited legal services to a client withoutexpectation by either the lawyer or the client that the lawyerwill provide continuing representation in the matter:(1) is subject to Rules 1.7 and 1.9(a) only if the lawyerknows that the representation of the client involves aconflict of interest; and(2) is subject to Rule 1.10 only if the lawyer knows thatanother lawyer associated with the lawyer in a law firmis disqualified by Rule 1.7 or 1.9(a) with respect to thematter.(b) Except as provided in paragraph (a)(2), Rule 1.10 isinapplicable to a representation governed by this Rule.59Working in conjunction with Model Rule 1.2(c),60 Model Rule 6.5provides the framework within which lawyers can use the articulatedexemptions that allow lawyers to engage in only limited scoperepresentation pursuant to programs that the courts or legal servicesorganizations create. Such programs usually take the form of anadvice-only clinic, a hotline, or a narrowly-tailored court appearance(such as representing a domestic violence victim in an order ofprotection hearing).61 Under such circumstances, the lawyer isexempt from violations of Model Rule 1.7, which governs conflicts ofinterests between current clients,62 and Model Rule 1.9(a), whichgoverns conflicts of interest with former clients,63 if the lawyer has no
58. See CTR. FOR PROF’L RESPONSIBILITY, AM. BAR ASS’N, A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY: THEDEVELOPMENT OF THE ABA MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, 1982-2005, at 691–95(2006).59. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5.60. Id. r. 1.2(c) (“A lawyer may limit the scope of the representation if thelimitation is reasonable under the circumstances and the client gives informedconsent.”).61. See id. r. 6.5 cmt. 1; see also Am. Bar Ass’n Ctr. for Prof’l Dev., Model Rule 6.5:Opening the Door to Pro Bono 22 (2017) (webinar) (explaining the requirements ofother Model Rules when considering Model Rule 6.5) (on file with author).62. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.7.63. Id. r. 1.9(a).
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knowledge of the conflict.64 Moreover, Model Rule 6.5(a)(2) exemptslawyers from violations of Model Rule 1.10—which governs theimputation of conflicts of interest among lawyers within a lawfirm65—if the lawyer once again has no knowledge that one of theircolleagues would be disqualified under the conflict of interest rules inconnection with the limited scope representation.66At first blush, Model Rule 6.5(b) does not appear to add anythingto Rule 6.5(a)(2), given that subparagraph (a)(2) makes clear that theimputed conflicts rule does not disqualify the pro bono lawyer unlessthe pro bono lawyer knows that a partner or associate or of counsellawyer has a disqualifying conflict. But in fact, Rule 6.5(b) addssomething very important: when the short-term, limitedrepresentation ends, the pro bono lawyer does not take any conflictsback to the firm because of the limited services program. In otherwords, Rule 6.5(b) cuts off imputed conflicts running in bothdirections—from the firm to the pro bono lawyer and from the probono lawyer to the firm. Cutting off imputation from the firm to thepro bono lawyer means that the pro bono lawyer can serve clients atthe limited services program without stopping to check thoroughlyfor conflicts. Cutting off imputation from the pro bono lawyer to thefirm means that the firm can keep on representing all of its currentclients, and take on new clients, without recording the pro bonolawyer’s short-term client on the roster of former clients in itsconflicts database.67By reducing the burden on lawyers to engage in extensive conflictchecks when representing clients pro bono under limitedcircumstances, Model Rule 6.5’s exemptions maintain the delicatebalance of upholding the profession’s ethical obligations to clientswhile permitting lawyers to comply with their professionalresponsibility under Model Rule 6.1.68 Taken together, Model Rules6.1 and 6.5 provide lawyers with an end and a means to engage in pro
64. Id. r. 6.5(a)(1).65. Id. r. 1.10.66. Id. r. 6.5(a)(2).67. Roy Simon, Conflicts of Interest & ‘Limited Service’ ProBono Programs: New
DR 5-101-a, N.Y. LEGAL ETHICS REP., http://www.newyorklegalethics.com/conflicts-of-interest-limited-service-probono-programs-new-dr-5-101-a [https://perma.cc/YBS4-EC84].68. Louis S. Rulli, Roadblocks to Access to Justice: Reforming Ethical Rules to Meet
the Special Needs of Low-Income Clients, 17 U. PA. J. L. & SOC. CHANGE 347, 368 (2014).
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bono legal services. Model Rule 6.1 gives lawyers an aspirational goalto represent those unable to afford legal services,69 and Model Rule6.5 removes some of the significant barriers to providing suchservices.70 The two rules work together to encourage lawyers to usetheir legal skills and knowledge, not for personal gain, but to furthersociety’s interest in an efficient, balanced, and accessible justicesystem.As with Model Rule 6.1, most jurisdictions have adopted someversion or form of Model Rule 6.5 into their rules of professionalconduct. Thirty-four jurisdictions incorporate verbatim the currentversion of Model Rule 6.5 into their rules;71 whereas fifteenjurisdictions include the current version with certain revisions.72 Two
69. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.1.70. Id. r. 6.5.71. ALA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2007); ALASKA RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r.6.5 (2018); ARK. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2014); COLO. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r.6.5 (2016); DEL. LAWYERS’ RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2010); D.C. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.5 (2007); HAW. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2014); IDAHO RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.5 (2014); ILL. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2016); IND. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.5 (2016); IOWA RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2012); KY. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.5 (2009); LA. LAWYERS’ RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2004); MD. LAWYERS’RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2016); MICH. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.6 (2015); MO.RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2012); MONT. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2017); NEB.RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT § 3-506.5 (2008); NEV. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2018);N.J. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2015); N.M. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 16-605(2016); N.C. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2003); OHIO RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5(2017); OKLA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (1998); OR. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5(2018); PA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2018); R.I. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5(2007); S.C. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2017); S.D. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5(2004); TENN. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2011); UTAH RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5(2015); VA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2009); VT. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5(2014); W. VA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2015).72. ARIZ. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2004) (adding a sub-section (c) notingthat Rule 1.5, dealing with fees, “does not apply to a representation governed by thisrule and for which the lawyer does not charge a fee”); CAL. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r.6.5 (2018) (adding a sub-section (c) providing that “[t]he personal disqualification ofa lawyer participating in the program will not be imputed to other lawyersparticipating in the program”); CONN. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2018) (addingsub-section (b) that requires lawyers who provide limited representation to securethe client’s informed consent, and if limited representation is not reasonable underthe circumstances, permitting the lawyer to offer advice, but requiring the lawyer toalso advise the client of the need for further counsel); FLA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r.4-6.6 (2018) (expanding the programs to those sponsored by government agencies,bar associations, and accredited law schools); GA. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2001)
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jurisdictions, however, have refrained from incorporating such aprovision in their rules of professional conduct.73
(clarifying that the “short-term limited legal services” are “normally through a one-time consultation”; adding a new sub-section (c) that provides that clients servedunder this rule are “for purposes of Rule 1.9, a former client of the lawyer providingthe service, but that lawyer’s disqualification is not imputed to lawyers associatedwith the lawyer for purposes of Rule 1.10”; and making clear that “[t]he maximumpenalty for a violation of this Rule is a public reprimand”); ME. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCTr. 6.5 (2014) (clarifying that lawyers are subject to Rules 1.7, 1.9(a) and 1.10 if thelawyer “is aware” rather than “knows” that the representation involves a conflict ofinterest); MASS. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2015) (adding a sub-section under (a)noting that lawyers who provide short-term services under this rule are not subjectto Rule 1.5(b), dealing with fees); MINN. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2015) (revisingthe language “a program sponsored by a nonprofit organization or court” to “aprogram offering pro bono legal services”); MISS. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2011)(limiting Rule 6.5 to lawyers who provide “short-term limited pro bono legal services”(emphasis added)); N.H. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2004) (revising the language“provides short-term limited legal services to a client” to “provides one-timeconsultation with a client” and adding a new sub-section (c) providing that “Rule 1.6[regarding confidentiality of information] and Rule 1.9(c) [regarding duties to formerclients] are applicable to a representation governed by this Rule”); N.Y. RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT r. 6.5 (2017) (providing an exemption from Rule 1.8 (specific conflict ofinterest rules); clarifying that “short-term limited legal services” are services that donot extend beyond “an initial consultation, representation or court appearance”;requiring the client’s informed consent to short-term services; and confirming thatthe rule is not applicable if the court determines a conflict exists or the lawyerbecomes aware of the existence of a conflict of interest during the course of therepresentation); N.D. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2006) (adding a sub-section (c)providing that clients served under this rule are “for purposes of Rule 1.9, a formerclient of the lawyer providing the service, but that lawyer’s disqualification is notimputed to lawyers associated with that lawyer for purposes of Rule 1.10”); WASH.RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2015) (adding a sub-section (3) under (a) providingthat lawyers under this rule are not subject to Rules 1.7, 1.9(a), 1.10, or 1.18(c) if thelawyers are screened from information related to opposing clients, the clients arenotified of the conflict, and “the program is able to demonstrate by convincingevidence that no material information relating to the representation of the opposingclient was transmitted” by the disqualified lawyer); WIS. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5(2017) (expanding the programs to those sponsored by bar associations andaccredited law schools); WYO. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 6.5 (2014) (expanding theprograms to those sponsored by state or county bar associations).73. See KAN. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT (2007); TEX. DISCIPLINARY RULES OF PROF’LCONDUCT (2018).
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C. Model Code of Judicial Conduct 3.7(B)The ABA House of Delegates adopted the Model Code of JudicialConduct on August 7, 1990—just seven years after the first adoptionof the Model Rules of Professional Conduct.74 Although Canon 4originally governed a judge’s extrajudicial activities to minimize therisk of conflict with judicial obligations—with Canon 4C specificallyaddressing a judge’s participation in governmental, civic, or charitableactivities—the original Model Code failed to specifically address ajudge’s participation in, or encouragement of, pro bono legalservices.75In 2007, the ABA House of Delegates overhauled the Model Codeof Judicial Conduct, creating Rule 3.7, entitled “Participation inEducational, Religious, Charitable, Fraternal, or Civil Organizationsand Activities.”76 Rule 3.7 incorporated a new provision that statesquite simply that: “A judge may encourage lawyers to provide probono publico legal services.”77 Rule 3.7 has also been accompanied bya new comment to the code, providing the background and reasoningbehind the provision:In addition to appointing lawyers to serve as counsel forindigent parties in individual cases, a judge may promotebroader access to justice by encouraging lawyers toparticipate in pro bono publico legal services, if in doing sothe judge does not employ coercion, or abuse the prestige ofjudicial office. Such encouragement may take many forms,including providing lists of available programs, traininglawyers to do pro bono publico legal work, and participatingin events recognizing lawyers who have done pro bonopublico work.78Standing alone, Rule 3.7(B) does little, but as a part of a largerscheme to encourage pro bono participation in the legal field, theprovision increases the likelihood that lawyers will actuallyparticipate in pro bono work.79 Moreover, Rule 3.7(B) works intandem with Rule 3.7(A), which allows judges to participate in
74. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (AM. BAR ASS’N 1990); see also ABA Rules
History, supra note 35.75. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 4C.76. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2011).77. Id. r. 3.7(B).78. Id. r. 3.7(B) cmt. 5.79. See supra Parts II.A.–B.
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activities “concerned with the law, the legal system, or theadministration of justice.”80 Both provisions permit judges to act—inways that might otherwise be prohibited—to further access to justicein the United States. In a report to the ABA House of Delegates, theABA Joint Commission proposed the new provision to “encourag[e]judges to provide leadership in increasing pro bono publico lawyeringin their respective jurisdictions”81 and to “stress the importance of[participation in organizations that promote pro bono publicolawyering] by including a specific provision on this topic.”82 Inessence, Rule 3.7(B) acts in much the same way as Model Rule 6.5, byremoving barriers that might otherwise dissuade judges frompromoting or engaging in pro bono service.83Currently, twenty-nine jurisdictions have adopted Model Rule3.7(B)—and its related Comment 5—almost verbatim within theircodes of judicial conduct;84 whereas six jurisdictions have adoptedthe concept with certain revisions.85 That leaves seventeen states
80. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(A).81. ABA JOINT COMMISSION TO EVALUATE THE MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT, REPORT109 (2006), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/images/ probono_public_service/ts/report_judicial_conduct.pdf [http://perma.cc/69P7-K3RB].82. Id. at 110.83. See supra Part II.B.84. ARIZ. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2009); ARK. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCTr. 3.7(B) (2016); CAL. CODE OF JUDICIAL ETHICS r. 4(C)(3)(e) (2015); COLO. CODE OF JUDICIALCONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2010); CONN. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(b) (2011); D.C. CODE OFJUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2012); HAW. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(b) (2008); IND.CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2018); IOWA CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B)(2010); KAN. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2007); KY. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r.3.7(B) (2018); ME. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2015); MASS. CODE OF JUDICIALCONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2016); MINN. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2016); MO. CODE OFJUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 2-3.7(B) (2012); MONT. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2014);NEB. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT § 5-303.7 (2009); NEV. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B)(2009); N.M. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 21-307(B) (2018); N.D. CODE OF JUDICIALCONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2012); OHIO CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2017); OKLA. CODE OFJUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2011); R.I. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2018); TENN.CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2015); UTAH CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B)(2010); V.I. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2010); VA. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r.4(C) (2015); W. VA. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2015); WYO. CODE OF JUDICIALCONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2009).85. FLA. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 4B cmt. (2008) (confirming that supportof pro bono legal services is an activity that relates to improvement of theadministration of justice and acknowledging that judges may encourage attorneys toengage in pro bono services by recognizing attorneys’ pro bono contributions,
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with no specific rule or provision explicitly encouraging or permittingthe judiciary to actively promote pro bono representation.86Of the twenty-nine jurisdictions with verbatim language, sevenincorporate additional language regarding judicial activitiessurrounding pro bono legal services in either the black letter or thecomments of the relevant rule.87 The most common incorporationscenter around permitting judges to convene, participate, assist in, orprovide leadership to advisory committees and communitycollaborations devoted to the improvement of the administration ofjustice.88 Hawaii’s Code of Judicial Conduct, however, incorporates anew subsection in the black letter of its code that permits judges toparticipate directly in “pro bono activities to improve the law, thelegal system or the legal profession or that promote publicunderstanding of and confidence in the justice system.”89 Hawaii’s
establishing accommodations for pro bono attorneys, and acting in an advisorycapacity to pro bono programs); IDAHO CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(B) (2017)(confirming that “a judge may encourage participation by a lawyer or lawyers in probono activities as long as the encouragement is not coercive in nature”); MD. CODE OFJUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(b) (2010) (“A judge may encourage but not coerce lawyers toprovide pro bono publico legal services.” (emphasis added)); OR. CODE OF JUDICIALCONDUCT r. 4.5(E) (2013) (stating “[s]o long as the procedures employed are notcoercive, a judge may personally encourage or solicit lawyers to provide publiclyavailable pro bono legal services,” but omitting Comment 5); PA. CODE OF JUDICIALCONDUCT r. 3.7(C) (2014) (mimicking the language in Model Rule 3.7(B) but omittingComment 5); WASH. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7 cmt. [5] (2011) (omitting thelanguage in Model Rule 3.7(B) from the black letter of the rule but including thelanguage in Comment 4 to the Model Rules verbatim).86. ALA. CANONS OF JUDICIAL ETHICS (1999); ALASKA CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (1998);DEL. JUDGES’ CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2008); GA. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2004); ILL.CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2008); LA. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2016); MICH. CODE OFJUDICIAL CONDUCT (2018); MISS. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2002); N.H. CODE OF JUDICIALCONDUCT (2018); N.J. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2016); N.Y. RULES OF THE CHIEF ADMIN.JUDGE, P. 100 (2010); N.C. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2015); S.C. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT(2018); S.D. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2006); TEX. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2002); VT.CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (2012); WIS. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (1979).87. ARIZ. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(C) (2009); HAW. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCTr. 3.7(a)(8) (2008); MONT. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7 cmt. [6] (2014); NEB. CODE OFJUDICIAL CONDUCT § 5-303.7(C) (2011); NEV. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7 cmt. [6](2009); OKLA. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(C) (2011); VA. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r.4(C) (2015).88. ARIZ. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(C) (2009); MONT. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCTr. 3.7 cmt. [6] (2014); NEB. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT § 5-303.7(C) (2011); OKLA. CODE OFJUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(C) (2011); VA. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 4(C) (2015).89. HAW. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7(a)(8) (2008).
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subsection clarifies that such activities may be “related to judicialactivity, but not required to fulfill the duties of judicial office” andincorporates a new comment that provides examples of permittedactivity.90 Nevada’s Code of Judicial Conduct also adds a new commentclarifying permissible behavior by judges when recruiting lawyers toengage in pro bono legal services:Recruitment of lawyers or law firms to provide pro bonolegal services pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 191 is notmembership solicitation. A judge may assist an organizationin recruiting attorneys so long as the recruitment effortcannot reasonably be perceived as coercive. A judge mayprovide an organization with general endorsement orsolicitation material for use in the organization’srecruitment materials. Similarly, this Rule does not precludea judge from requesting an attorney to accept pro bonorepresentation of a party in a proceeding pending before thejudge.91Interestingly, despite adopting Model Rule 3.7(B) verbatim,Colorado’s annotated version of its Code of Judicial Conduct refers toan advisory opinion issued by the Alaska Commission on JudicialConduct, qualifying Colorado’s rule:A judge may make monetary contributions to further probono activities, but it is inappropriate for judges to solicitattorneys to participate in particular pro bono programs.Acknowledging the pro bono activity of particular attorneyswould be permissible if it were done in a manner that ispublic, but letters of congratulation sent directly to theattorney could be interpreted as evidence that the attorneys
90. Id. r. 3.7(a)(8) cmt. [6] (“Examples of ‘pro bono activity . . . related to judicialactivity, but not required to fulfill the duties of judicial office’ include: (i) judging mootcourt for law school classes, high school mock trials or We the People competitions;(ii) giving speeches or presentations on law-related topics, such as (a) at theJudiciary’s Lunch and Learn the Law events, (b) to a bar association or section, or (c)to other groups, like high school civics classes or Rotary Club groups; (iii) serving onJudiciary committees, such as the rules committees; (iv) serving on the board of a law-related organization, such as the American Judicature Society, or deliveringpresentations on behalf of such organizations; or (v) serving on continuing legaleducation committees, Bar Association committees, and committees of the Access toJustice Commission.”).91. NEV. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7 cmt. [6] (2009); see also VA. CODE OFJUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 4(C) (2015) (granting judges the power to encourage lawyers toparticipate in pro bono publico or legal services).
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are in a special position of influence or that the judge’sability to act impartially has been compromised.92This opinion is emblematic of the ongoing debate as to “whether(and to what extent) judges can be involved in efforts to expand probono representation without violating their states’ codes of judicialconduct.”93 The debate predominately centers on whether suchjudicial action is “coercive.” In 2015, the ABA Standing Committee onEthics and Professional Responsibility issued a formal opinion,finding that it is permissible for a judge to sign a general appeal letteron the judge’s stationary encouraging lawyers to comply with theirprofessional responsibility under Model Rule 6.1 and providinglawyers with information on how to locate pro bonoopportunities.94The Standing Committee recommended evaluatingthe totality of the facts to determine whether a judge’s actions appear“coercive” to a reasonable person under Model Rule 3.1(D); namely,whether “the person solicited would feel obligated to respondfavorably.”95 In concluding that the proposed letter was not coercive,the Standing Committee noted that the tone of the letter wasencouraging rather than dictatorial and that its broad distribution,generic plea, and lack of post-sending monitoring would not lead areasonable person to “feel obligated to perform pro bono services” or
92. COLO. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.7 (2010) (citing Alaska Comm’n on JudicialConduct, Advisory Op. 2004-01 (2004)).93. Alaska Comm’n on Judicial Conduct, Advisory Op. 2004-01 (2004) (judgesmay not refer lawyers to a particular pro bono program); Fla. Supreme Court, JudicialEthics Advisory Comm., Op. 2012-26 (2012) (judges may convene meetings in orderto solicit attorneys to volunteer as attorneys ad litem for children in dependencycases); Ethics Comm. of the Ky. Judiciary, Op. JE-107 (2005) (judges may issue genericletters to the bar but a judge may not urge lawyers to volunteer with a specific probono organization); Md. Judicial Ethics Comm., Op. 2013-29 (judges may solicitvolunteers for pro bono service to indigent parties by writing to such attorneysindividually); Mich. Standing Comm. on Prof’l and Judicial Ethics, Op. J-7 (1998) (ajudge may not solicit individual lawyers to perform pro bono); Jodi Nafzger, Bridging
the Justice Gap: Judicial Promotion of Pro Bono, ADVOCATE, Aug. 2016, at 26, 28,https://commons.cu-portland.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1116&context=lawfaculty [https://perma.cc/MU3J-X2RQ] (citing Ala. Judicial InquiryComm’n, Advisory Op. 04-847 (2004)) (“[J]udges may send letters asking lawyers toparticipate in state bar operated pro bono programs.”).94. ABA Standing Comm. on Ethics & Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 470, at 10(2015).95. Id. at 7 (quoting MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 3.1(D) cmt. [4] (AM. BARASS’N 2011)).
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to “believe that the lawyer who performs pro bono services iscurrying favor with the justice.”96
D. Pro Bono Service as a Condition to Becoming a Licensed AttorneyAs a means of addressing the large unmet need for lawyers torepresent the poor, former New York Chief Judge Jonathan Lippmanannounced in May 2012 that a minimum number of hours of pro bonoservice will be required of all individuals seeking admission to the barin New York.97 In his address at the New York Court of Appeals’ annualLaw Day in 2012, Chief Judge Lippman stated:If pro bono is a core value of our profession, and it is—andif we aspire for all practicing attorneys to devote ameaningful portion of their time to public service, and theyshould—these ideals ought to be instilled from the start,when one first aspires to be a member of the profession.98As a result, pursuant to Section 520.16 of the New York Rules ofthe Court of Appeals:Every applicant admitted to the New York State bar on orafter January 1, 2015, other than applicants for admissionwithout examination pursuant to section 520.10 of this Part,shall complete at least 50 hours of qualifying pro bonoservice prior to filing an application for admission with theappropriate Appellate Division department of the SupremeCourt.99For purposes of this rule, “pro bono service” is “pre-admissionlaw-related work” that assists in the provision of pro bono legalservices to persons of limited means, non-profit organizations orgroups seeking to promote access to justice, or in the provision ofpublic service for a governmental entity, but does not include anywork connected with partisan political activities.100 Law schoolfaculty members, attorneys admitted to practice and in good standingin the relevant jurisdiction, judges, or court-employed attorneys may
96. Id. at 7–8.97. Honorable Jonathan Lippman, Chief Judge of the State of N.Y., Address at theNew York Court of Appeal’s Annual Law Day 4 (May 1, 2012),https://www.nycourts.gov/ whatsnew/Transcript-of-LawDay-Speech-May1-2012.pdf [https://perma.cc/T87M-JK9B].98. Id. at 3–4.99. N.Y. R. CT. APP. § 520.16(a) (2018).100. Id. § 520.16(b), (g).
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supervise an applicant’s pro bono work.101 Although an applicant maycomplete the pro bono work in any jurisdiction, the applicant mustcomplete the work after commencing their legal studies but beforeapplying for admission to the New York State bar.102 Upon applying,individuals must submit affidavits of compliance that include acertification by the supervising faculty, attorney, or judge.103As Chief Judge Lippman articulated, the rule was institutedprimarily to “provid[e] additional legal resources to expand access tojustice for low-income New Yorkers.”104 However, the rule wasstructured to ensure additional beneficial outcomes, including“provid[ing] instructive and meaningful experiences to law studentsthat will expose them to the pressing needs of the less fortunate,”“encourag[ing] law students to continue with volunteer pro bonoservices after they are admitted,” and “help[ing] prospective lawyersacquire hands-on skills under the supervision of committed membersof the legal profession.”105Although a handful of states quickly followed suit by consideringsimilar proposals,106 to date none have adopted such a requirementand no other states have undertaken serious efforts to implementsuch a rule.107 California, Connecticut, and New Jersey all consideredadding such a rule, but each eventually declined to do so. Of the three,Connecticut’s consideration of a potential rule appeared the mostcursory.108 In 2012, the Connecticut Access to Justice Commissionrequested the creation of a report to evaluate the current state of—
101. Id. § 520.16(c).102. Id. § 520.16(d)–(e).103. Id. § 520.16(f).104. N.Y. STATE UNIFIED COURT SYS., NEW YORK STATE BAR ADMISSION: PRO BONOREQUIREMENT FAQS 3 (2018), http://ww2.nycourts.gov/sites/default/files/document/files/2018-07/FAQsBarAdmission_0.pdf. [https://perma.cc/48EZ-U2PL].105. Id. at 4.106. See STANDING COMMITTEE ON PRO BONO & PUB. SERV., AM. BAR ASS’N NEW YORK’S50-HOUR PREADMISSION PRO BONO RULE: WEIGHING THE POTENTIAL PROS AND CONS 1 (Oct.2013) [hereinafter NEW YORK’S 50-HOUR PREADMISSION PRO BONO RULE],https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/probono_public_service/ls_pb_preadmission_pro_bono_requirement_white_paper.authcheckdam.pdf[https://perma.cc/KUL9-A59F].107. Bar Pre-Admission Pro Bono, AM. BAR ASS’N, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/policy/bar_pre_admission_pro_bono.html[https://perma. cc/S64E-ZPXX].108. Id.
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and provide solutions for curing— the justice gap in Connecticut.109As part of a long list of recommendations, the report proposed thatthe Connecticut Judicial Branch convene a task force to considerwhether to recommend a pre-admission pro bono requirement.110However, the Connecticut Access to Justice Commission declined topursue that recommendation.111Similarly, in October 2012, Chief Justice Stuart Rabner of theSupreme Court of New Jersey formed a working group to evaluatewhether New Jersey should adopt a pre-admission pro bonorequirement.112 In April 2013, the Working Group on the ProposedPreadmission Pro Bono Requirement submitted a report to theSupreme Court of New Jersey recommending that New Jersey adopt afifty-hour pre-admission requirement.113 However, two monthsbefore the issuance of the report, the New Jersey State Bar Association(NJSBA) approved a resolution opposing a pre-admission pro bonorequirement:[NJSBA] finds the proposal for mandatory pro bono serviceby individuals who have not yet been admitted to the Bar tobe unnecessary, unworkable and an affront to consumerswho expect experienced practitioners to provide legalservices. The New Jersey State Bar Association, therefore,urges the New Jersey Supreme Court that the Court rejectthe proposal and recognize and appreciate theextraordinary pro bono service provided by the Bar and towork in conjunction with the New Jersey State Bar
109. MELANIE B. ABBOTT, LESLIE C. LEVIN & STEPHEN WIZNER, REPORT TO THECONNECTICUT JUDICIAL BRANCH ACCESS TO JUSTICE COMMISSION 1 (2013).110. Id. at 19–20.111. See Karen Sloan, Pro Bono Mandate Gains Steam, NAT’L L. J. (Apr. 22, 2013),https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/almID/1202596770850 [archived athttps://advance.lexis.com/search?crid=b5b738ad-e53a-4ce2-8fc48c9046211d76&pdsearchterms=LNSDUID-ALM-NTLAWJ-1202596770850&pdbypasscitatordocs=False&pdmfid=1000516&pdisurlapi=true] (“‘[J]udicial leaders were inclined againstthe idea,’ said Superior Court Judge William Bright Jr., chairman of the judicialbranch’s pro bono committee. ‘We’re probably not going to pursue that right now,’Bright said. ‘I think we want to take a more measured approach and work with theindividual law schools to look for ways to get students involved in pro bono.’”).112. NEW YORK’S 50-HOUR PREADMISSION PRO BONO RULE, supra note 106, at 11.113. N.J. COURTS, REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON THE PROPOSED PREADMISSION PROBONO REQUIREMENT 6–7 (2013) (modeling the proposal on New York’s rule with theexception of limiting the performance of pro bono to services performed in the UnitedStates and its territories).
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Association to identify any need for additional programs orservices to assure the prompt and effective delivery of legalservices to all citizens of the State.114In the face of opposition from the NJSBA, the initiative withinNew Jersey has stalled, making no advances since early 2013.115Conversely, California’s proposal made it all the way through theCalifornia Legislature. At the State Bar of California’s request, the TaskForce on Admissions Regulation Reform evaluated whether to adopta pre-admission pro bono rule and ultimately recommended theadoption of a requirement that mirrored New York’s rule, with a fewexceptions.116 The Task Force’s proposed requirement permittedindividuals to satisfy the pro bono requirement up to one year afterthe attorney was licensed to practice and expanded the rule to applyto those hours spent serving individuals of modest means(performing low bono services).117 Subsequently, Senator MartyBlock sponsored a bill in the California Legislature that requiredCalifornia’s newly admitted lawyers to complete fifty hours of probono work.118 Although Senate Bill 1257 incorporated the “modestmeans” recommendation from the Task Force, the bill followed suitwith New York by requiring that applicants must complete all probono work before gaining admittance to the State Bar.119 CaliforniaGovernor Jerry Brown vetoed the bill, citing the high cost of legaleducation:Law students in California are now contending withskyrocketing costs-often more than $200,000 for tuition androom and board-and many struggle to find employmentonce they are admitted to the Bar. In this context, I believe it
114. NEW YORK’S 50-HOUR PREADMISSION PRO BONO RULE, supra note 106, at 11(quoting NEW JERSEY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION, RESOLUTION OPPOSING THE PROPOSAL FORMANDATORY PRO BONO SERVICE BY INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE NOT YET BEEN ADMITTED TO THE BAR2 (2013)).115. Bar Pre-Admission Pro Bono, supra note 107.116. Compare STATE BAR OF CAL., TASK FORCE ON ADMISSIONS REGULATION REFORM:PHASE I FINAL REPORT 15-17 (2013), http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/publicComment/2013/2013_StateBarTaskForceBios_FINAL6-11-13.pdf[https://perma.cc/FV77-DADJ], with N.Y. STATE UNIFIED COURT SYS., supra note 104,at 5.117. STATE BAR OF CAL., supra note 116, at 16–17.118. CAL. SENATE RULES COMM., OFFICE OF SENATE FLOOR ANALYSES, S.B. 1257, 2d Sess.2–5 (Aug. 8, 2016).119. Id. at 3–4.
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would be unfair to burden students with the requirementsset forth in this bill.Instead, we should focus on lowering the cost of legal educationand devising alternative and less expensive ways to qualify for the BarExam. By doing so, we could actually expand the opportunity to servethe public interest.120Montana is the only state to implement a rule that reflects thesentiment underlying the New York rule. In December 2014, theSupreme Court of Montana ordered the following:[T]his Court’s Statewide Pro Bono Coordinator and the StateBar of Montana shall develop a process to give all applicantsfor the bar examination the opportunity to submitvoluntarily a statement of any pro bono law-relatedactivities they have performed as of the date of theirapplication. Neither the information provided in thestatement nor an applicant’s choice not to submit astatement will be allowed to affect the applicant’s candidacyfor admission to the Montana bar in any way.121However, submission of the statement is merely voluntary.122Despite this limitation, the court noted that instituting a voluntarystatement option would still inform bar applicants of the highimportance Montana places on admitted attorneys to comply withRule 6.1 of its rules of professional conduct, as well as provide thecourt with information to evaluate pro bono opportunities generallyand admitted attorneys’ willingness to engage in pro bono work andto develop resources for pro bono attorneys.123
120. Id. at 7–8. See also David Siders, Pro Bono Rule for New California Lawyers?
Not So Fast, Jerry Brown Says, SACRAMENTO BEE (Aug. 29, 2016),https://www.sacbee.com/news/politics-government/capitol-alert/article98734647.html [https://perma.cc/8WQ7-8UME].121. Montana Pro Bono Requirements, PSJD,https://www.psjd.org/Montana_Pro_Bono_Requirements [https://perma.cc/JXT6-2JUK] (quoting the Supreme Court of Montana’s December 2014 order).122. Id.123. Id. (stating three purposes for the voluntary statement, including “[t]oprovide bar applicants with an opportunity to indicate their interest in receivinginformation about training and their willingness to be contacted about pro bonoopportunities upon admission to the bar”).
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E. Pro Bono Service Satisfying State Mandatory CLE RequirementsTo promote pro bono service throughout the bar, fourteen stateshave implemented rules that permit attorneys who take on pro bonomatters to earn credit toward Continuing Legal Education (CLE)requirements to maintain their licenses to practice law.124 Thisapproach provides a direct incentive to for attorneys to take on probono assignments in lieu of attending a traditional CLE seminar.125Most jurisdictions require lawyers to dedicate at least five or sixhours of pro bono legal services over the relevant reporting period toearn one CLE credit.126 New York, Oregon, and Wyoming, however,grant one CLE credit for every two hours of pro bono service;127whereas Washington grants credits on a one-to-one ratio.128Similarly, most states permit lawyers to earn up to three CLE credits
124. States with rules granting CLE credits for undertaking pro bono mattersinclude: Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Louisiana, Minnesota, New York,North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin and Wyoming. See
CLE Rules, A.B.A.,https://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/policy/cle_rules.html [https://perma.cc/8DH2-S2L8]. Beginning in 2019, Pennsylvania launched a pilotprogram allowing lawyers to receive one CLE credit for every five hours of pro bonowork for up to a maximum of three CLE credits per year towards the annual CLErequirement. Id.; see also Press Release, Admin. Office of Pa. Courts, PennsylvaniaSupreme Court Approves Pilot Program Allowing CLE Credit for Pro Bono Service(May 2, 2018), http://www.pacourts.us/assets/files/newsrelease-1/file-7033.pdf?cb=b4480c [https://perma.cc/P36N-WAJK] (stressing the importance ofpro bono service and announcing this three-year pilot program).125. See CLE Rules, supra note 124; Offering Free CLE to Encourage Pro
Bono Participation, LEGAL SERVS. CORP., https://www.lsc.gov/grants-grantee-resources/resources-topic-type/offering-free-cle-encourage-pro-bono-participation[https://perma.cc/RY4F-62AA].126. ARIZ. SUP. CT. R. 45(a)(5); COLO. R. CIV. P. 250.9(3); LA. SUP. CT. R. XXX R. 3, REG.3.21; OHIO SUP. CT. R. 10 § 5(H)(2); TENN. SUP. CT. R. 21 § 4.07(c); WIS. SUP. CT. R. 31.05(7);ALA. STATE BAR, RULES FOR MANDATORY CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION 3.9 (2017); COMM’N ONCONTINUING LEGAL EDUC. OF THE SUP. CT. OF DEL., DELAWARE RULES FOR CONTINUING LEGALEDUC. 9(D) (2016); MINN. STATE BD. OF CLE, RULES OF THE BOARD OF CONTINUING EDUCATION6C (2016); STATE BAR ASS’N OF N.D., CLE POLICY § 1.19 (2018); WYO. STATE BAR, RULES OFTHE WYOMING STATE BOARD OF CLE 5(d) (2017).127. N.Y. CLE BOARD REG. § 3D(11)(d) (2018); OR. STATE BAR, MINIMUM CLE RULES ANDREGULATIONS 5, 5.300(b) (2018); WYO. STATE BAR, RULES OF THE WYOMING STATE BOARD OFCONTINUING LEGAL EDUC. 5(d).128. WASH. ST. CT. R. 11(c)(2), (e)(7).
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annually by completing pro bono work.129 Washington, however,permits up to eight CLE credits annually;130 Arizona, New York, andWyoming permit up to five;131 and Minnesota and Oregon only permitup to two annually.132 Relatedly, because each jurisdiction requireslawyers to complete roughly twelve hours133 or fifteen hours134 ofCLE credit annually, most jurisdictions permit the number of creditsearned through pro bono service to comprise 20% to 25% of theoverall annual CLE requirement. However, Minnesota and Oregononly permit up to 13%;135 whereas Arizona and Wyoming permit upto 33%,136 New York permits up to 42%,137 and Washington permitsup to 53%.138Moreover, while only three states do not include specificlanguage requiring that attorneys complete pro bono work through
129. E.g., COLO. R. CIV. P. 260.8(1); LA. SUP. CT. R. XXX R. 3, REG. 3.21; OHIO SUP. CT. R.10 § 5(H)(2); TENN. SUP. CT. R. 21 § 4.07(c); WIS. SUP. CT. R. 31.05(7); ALA. ST. BAR, RULESFOR MANDATORY CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION 3.9 (2017); COMM’N ON CONTINUING LEGALEDUC., THE DELAWARE RULES FOR CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION 8(D) (2016); STATE BARASS’N OF N.D., CLE POLICY § 1.19 (2018).130. WASH. ST. CT. R. 11(b)(6), (c)(1)(i)–(ii), (c)(2), (e)(7) (requiring forty-fivecredits over a three-year reporting period, reduced by a required fifteen credits oflaw and legal procedure courses and six credits of ethics and professionalresponsibility courses).131. ARIZ. SUP. CT. R. 45(a)(5); N.Y. CLE BD. REGULATIONS § 3(D)(11)(d) (2018); WYO.STATE BAR, RULES OF THE WYOMING STATE BOARD OF CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION 5(d); see
also 22 N.Y. CODES RULES AND REGULATIONS § 1500.22(a)–(b) (2018) (setting forth NewYork’s biennial reporting cycle).132. MINN. STATE BD. OF CLE, RULES OF THE BOARD OF CONTINUING EDUCATION 6C (2016);OR. STATE BAR, MINIMUM CLE RULES AND REGULATIONS R. 6, 6.1(c) (2018).133. E.g., LA. SUP. CT. R. XXX R. 3(a) REG. 3.1 (requiring 12.5 CLE hours per year);SUP. CT. R. FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE BAR OF OHIO 10 § 2 (2006); ALA. ST. B. RULES FORMANDATORY CONTINUING LEGAL EDUC. R. 3; COMM’N ON CONTINUING LEGAL EDUC., DELAWARERULES FOR CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION 4(A) (2017); N.Y. STATE CLE BD. REGULATIONS ANDGUIDELINES REVISED § 3(D)(11) (2018).134. E.g., ARIZ. SUP. CT. R. 45(a)(1); COLO. R. CIV. P. 260.8(1); TENN. SUP. CT. RULES R.21(4); WIS. SUP. CT. R. 31.02(1); MINN. STATE BD. OF CLE, RULES OF THE BOARD OF CONTINUINGEDUCATION 9(A) (2018); STATE BAR ASS’N OF N.D., CLE POLICY § 1.19 (2018); OR. STATE BAR,MINIMUM CLE RULES AND REGULATIONS R. 3.2(a) (2018); REG. OF THE WASH. STATE BD. OF CLE103 (2017); WYO. STATE BAR, RULES OF THE WYOMING STATE BOARD OF CONTINUING LEGALEDUCATION 4(a)(1).135. See MINN. STATE BD. OF CLE, RULES OF THE BOARD OF CONTINUING EDUCATION 6(C),9(A) (2016); OR. ST. B. MINIMUM CLE RULES AND REGULATIONS R. 3.2(a), 5, 5.300(b) (2018).136. See ARIZ. SUP. CT. R. 45(a)(1), (5); WYO. STATE BAR, RULES OF THE WYOMING STATEBOARD OF CLE 4(a)(1), 5(d).137. N.Y. STATE CLE BD. REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES REVISED § 3(D)(11) (2018).138. WASH. ST. CT. R. 11(b)(6), (c)(1), (e)(7).
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an approved legal aid or a pro bono organization or by virtue of anappointment by a court,139 all states require attorneys to report theircompleted pro bono hours and receive certification by a legal servicesprovider or approval from the relevant MCLE board.140
F. Mandatory and Voluntary Pro Bono RequirementsTo track and promote pro bono services, several jurisdictionshave instituted a mandatory141 or voluntary142 requirement forlawyers to report the number of pro bono hours a lawyer personallydedicated—as well as any financial contributions to legal aid or publicinterest organizations—as part of the filing requirement to maintaina legal license. Such reporting requirements have the potential toencourage (or guilt) lawyers into dedicating some form of pro bonoservice. These requirements also provide a mechanism forjurisdictions to obtain statistical information about the amount of probono services attorneys are performing within the jurisdiction.143Any negative consequences, however, are tied simply to the failure to
139. COLO. R. CIV. P. 260.8; OR. STATE BAR, MINIMUM CLE RULES AND REGULATIONS R. 5,5.300(b) (2018); WYO. ST. B., RULES OF THE WYOMING STATE BOARD OF CLE R. 5(d) (2015).140. ARIZ. SUP. CT. R. 45(a)(5); COLO. R. CIV. P. 260.8; LA. SUP. CT. R. XXX R. 3, REG. 3.21;OHIO SUP. CT. R. 10 § 5(H)(2); TENN. SUP. CT. R. 21 § 4.07(c); WASH. ST. CT. R. 11(e)(7),(g)(2), (i)(1); WIS. SUP. CT. R. ch. 31.05(7); ALA. ST. B. RULES FOR MANDATORY CONTINUINGLEGAL EDUC. 3.9 (2017); COMM’N ON CONTINUING LEGAL EDUC., DELAWARE RULES FORCONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION 8(D) (2017); MINN. STATE BD. OF CLE, RULES OF THE BOARD OFCONTINUING EDUCATION 6C (2016); N.Y. CLE BOARD REG. § 3D(11)(e) (2018); STATE BARASS’N OF N.D., CLE POLICY § 1.19 (2018); OR. STATE BAR, MINIMUM CLE RULES ANDREGULATIONS R. 5, 5.300(b); WYO. STATE BAR, RULES OF THE WYOMING STATE BOARD OF CLE5(d).141. States with mandatory pro bono reporting requirements include: Florida,Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexico, and New York.
See State Reporting Policies, A. B.A., https://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/ts/pbreporting.html [https://perma.cc/UX2K-SWSL].142. States with voluntary pro bono reporting requirements include: Arizona,Connecticut, George, Kentucky, Louisiana, Montana, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas,Virginia and Washington. See State Reporting Policies, supra note 141.143. See Reporting of Pro Bono Service, A.B.A.,https://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/policy/reporting_of_pro_bono_service.html[https://perma.cc/FDP3-5KS3].
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report, rather than the failure to contribute to legal aid organizationsor perform any pro bono.144
G. Waiver of License Requirements or Special Admission to the BarAs multijurisdictional practice and unauthorized practice of lawrules inhibit attorney availability to engage in pro bono legal services,the public interest community has advocated for the development ofrules waiving certain license requirements for certain categories ofattorneys or under certain circumstances.145 Such rules includereducing or eliminating the annual license fee, eliminating therequirement of admission to the local bar, and eliminating the need toregister or obtain certification to practice from the bar or court.146The unifying feature of these rules is a lightening of the licensingburden for attorneys who limit their practice to the provision of probono legal services.
1. Emeritus Attorney Pro Bono Practice RulesIn 1979, the ABA Commission on Law and Aging began evaluatingthe potential for an emeritus attorney pro bono practice rule.147 In abold move, Florida became the first state to launch a one-year pilot ofthe concept in 1981, eventually approving a formal rule that went into
144. See id.145. See CORPORATE PRO BONO, MULTIJURISDICTIONAL PRACTICE IN THE U.S.: IN-HOUSECOUNSEL PRO BONO 1 (2017); LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION, REPORT OF THE PRO BONO TASKFORCE 26 (2012).146. See generally CORPORATE PRO BONO, supra note 145, at 1; Emeritus Attorney
Rules, A.B.A., https://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/policy/emeritus_attorney_rules.html [https://perma.cc/4WJP-LDVS]; Pro Bono and
Disasters, A.B.A., https://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/policy/disasters.html [https://perma.cc/KG9D-9GTY]. In December 2018, the SupremeCourt of Missouri issued an order requiring the Missouri Bar to launch a pilotprogram in 2019 taking a new approach to encouraging pro bono within the state ofMissouri. Order Regarding Rule 6.01(o) Pro Bono Waiver of Annual Enrollment Feeand Pilot Project (Sup. Ct. Mo. 2018). The order adopts a new rule that grants a lawyerin good standing in Missouri the option of obtaining a waiver of the Missouri annualenrollment fee if the lawyer provides pro bono legal services in Missouri to anapproved legal assistance organization and meets other requirements. Id.147. DAVID GODFREY, EMERITUS ATTORNEY PRO BONO PRACTICE RULES 3 (2015),https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/probono_public_service/ls_pb_emeritus2016.pdf [https://perma.cc/K4E7-3L8K] [hereinafterGODFREY, EMERITUS RULES].
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effect in 1985.148 According to ABA Commission on Law and Aging,“[t]he original vision of emeritus attorney rules was to encourageretired attorneys to [engage in pro bono legal services] by reducing oreliminating the annual license fee and other burdens.”149 Today, suchrules—adopted by forty-four jurisdictions—encompass both retiredand inactive attorneys and waive some of the regular licensingrequirements prevalent in the relevant jurisdiction.150 In order to beeligible under an emeritus attorney rule, six jurisdictions impose anage restriction;151 fifteen jurisdictions require a specific number ofyears of practice, or a combination of years of practice and yearslicensed in good standing;152 and eleven jurisdictions limit theapplicability of the relevant emeritus attorney rule to attorneys of acertain status.153 To lift licensing burdens, twenty-eight jurisdictions
148. AM. BAR ASS’N, NO LONGER ON THEIR OWN: USING EMERITUS ATTORNEY PRO BONOPROGRAMS TO MEET UNMET CIVIL LEGAL NEEDS 3 (2008), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/images/probono_public_service/ts/V2_pro_bono_emeritus_brochure_3_5.pdf [https://perma.cc/N4YA-757F].149. GODFREY, EMERITUS RULES, supra note 147, at 3.150. Jurisdictions that have adopted emeritus pro bono rules include: Alabama,Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, the District ofColumbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire,New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon,Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont,Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming. DAVID GODFREY, STATEEMERITUS PRO BONO PRACTICE RULES (2018),https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/law_aging/Emeritus%20Rules%20Chart.pdf [https://perma.cc/A7DJ-UAVS].151. See id. (noting an age restriction of fifty-five or older in New York; sixty-fiveor older in Delaware; seventy and older in Georgia, Kentucky and Wisconsin; andseventy-five or older or in practice for fifty years or more in Utah).152. See id. (noting a practice requirement of at least three years in California(with three of last five in state); at least five years in Arizona, Idaho, North Dakota(out of the last ten years), Tennessee (out of the last ten years or twenty-five years ofpractice) and Washington (out of the last ten years for in-state lawyers); at least tenyears in Florida (out of the last fifteen years), Montana (out of the last fifteen years),New York, Washington (out of the last fifteen years for out-of-state attorneys) andWest Virginia; at least fifteen years in Ohio, Oregon (for out-of-state attorneys); atleast twenty years in Virginia (with at least five active out of seven years beforestatus); at least twenty-five years in Georgia (with at least five in good standing); andfifty years of practice or seventy-five years of age or older in Utah).153. See id. (applying the rules to only retired attorneys in Georgia, Minnesota,South Dakota, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin; only inactive attorneys inAlabama, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, and Ohio; only retired or inactive attorneys
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waive the annual dues or fees,154 whereas fourteen jurisdictionsreduce the annual dues or fees.155 Eighteen jurisdictions waive theMCLE requirements,156 whereas seven jurisdictions reduce the MCLErequirements.157 Forty-one jurisdictions, however, impose therequirement of working under the auspices of a certified legal services
in Alaska, California, Florida (provided inactive status is voluntary), Idaho, Kansas,Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Montana, New Hampshire, North Carolina,Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas; only inactive attorneys in state, active orinactive attorneys out of state, or clinical law professors in Nevada; only inactiveattorneys in state or active or inactive attorneys out of state in New Mexico; onlyattorneys retired, inactive, or otherwise unable to practice in Arizona; active orretired attorneys in Connecticut; only inactive, retired, or emeritus attorneys inDelaware; only retired, inactive, or out-of-state attorneys in Illinois; only inactiveattorneys at least seventy years old in Kentucky; only inactive or out-of-stateattorneys in Mississippi; only volunteer attorneys in North Dakota and Oregon; onlyinactive attorneys or active attorneys at least seventy-five years old in Utah; onlyattorneys retired, inactive, or active, but not practicing in West Virginia; and only out-of-state attorneys in Arkansas and New Jersey).154. See id. (noting the following states with waived fees: Alaska, Arizona,Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois (for retired attorneys),Iowa, Kansas (for retired attorneys), Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts (for retiredattorneys), Minnesota, Montana, Nevada (for inactive attorneys), New York (forretired attorneys), North Carolina, North Dakota, South Dakota (for inactiveattorneys), Tennessee, Texas, Utah (for emeritus attorneys), Vermont, Virginia, WestVirginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming).155. See id. (noting the following states with reduced fees: Alabama, Colorado,Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois (for inactive attorneys), Massachusetts (for inactive attorneys),New Hampshire, New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Utah (forinactive attorneys) and Washington).156. See id. (noting the following states with waived MCLE requirements:Arizona, Delaware, Georgia (at age seventy), Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine (forcertain attorneys), Nevada (for inactive and retired attorneys), New York (for retiredattorneys), North Carolina, North Dakota (for out-of-state attorneys), Oregon, SouthCarolina, Texas, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin).157. See id. (noting the following states with reduced MCLE requirements:California, Iowa, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming).
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program;158 whereas twenty jurisdictions require direct supervisionby an attorney licensed within the relevant state.159
2. In-House Counsel RulesAlthough they are admitted and in good standing in one or morejurisdictions in the United States, many in-house attorneys are notlicensed to practice law in the states in which they currently work.160In 2012, the ABA House of Delegates addressed this issue by adoptingrecommendations from the Commission on MultijurisdictionalPractice and by amending Model Rule 5.5.161 The rule, entitled“Unauthorized Practice of Law; Multijurisdictional Practice of Law,”authorizes in-house counsel to practice for their employers withoutbeing admitted to the local bar and without registering or obtainingcertification from the bar or court, as long as they are licensed and ingood standing in at least one U.S. jurisdiction or foreign jurisdictionand are providing services that do not require pro hac viceadmission.162 Although several jurisdictions have adopted theamended Model Rule,163 most jurisdictions have implemented rulesthat allow non-locally licensed in-house counsel to work for theiremployer only after registering or obtaining a certification to do so.164
158. See id. (noting the following states requiring pro bono work to be completedthrough a certified legal services provider: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas (forcourt appearances), California, Connecticut, Delaware (for retired and inactiveattorneys), Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire,New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon,Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont,Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming).159. See id. (noting the following states requiring pro bono work to be completedunder the supervision of a licensed attorney: Arizona, Arkansas, California, Florida,Idaho, Iowa, Mississippi, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, and WestVirginia).160. CORPORATE PRO BONO, supra note 145, at 1.161. COMM’N ON ETHICS, AM. BAR ASS’N, DRAFT FOR COMMENT MODEL RULE 5.5 (2012),https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/ethics_2020/20120904_ethics_20_20_revised_draft_proposal_model_rule_5_5_foreign_lawyers.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/LPL5-274Q].162. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 5.5(d)(1) (AM. BAR ASS’N 2016).163. CORPORATE PRO BONO, supra note 145, at 1 n.1.164. Id. at 6–10 (highlighting that the following thirty-six jurisdictions requirenon-locally licensed in-house counsel to register or obtain a certification in order to
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Only four jurisdictions refrain from providing an exemption for non-locally licensed in-house counsel.165Although “practice rules in all but a few states permit in-housecounsel licensed in other U.S. jurisdictions to represent their in-stateemployer, often through a registration or similar certification process. . . [the vast majority] of these rules limit representation to theemployer-client.”166 In other words, very few jurisdictions expresslypermit non-locally licensed in-house counsel to engage in pro bonorepresentation. The failure to permit such attorneys to engage in probono legal services prevents the public interest community fromtapping into a large pool of attorneys living in their state.167In July 2012, the Conference of Chief Justices and the Conferenceof State Court Administrators adopted Resolution 11:BE IT RESOLVED that the Conference of Chief Justices andthe Conference of State Court Administrators encouragetheir members to consider promoting the expansion of probono legal services, including by amending the practicerules to allow non-locally licensed in-house counsel who arepermitted to work for their employer to also provide probono legal services subject to the local rules of professionalconduct.168
practice law on behalf of their employer: Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado,Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, NewJersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, andWisconsin).165. Id. (noting that Hawaii, Mississippi, Montana and West Virginia fail to makeany exceptions or allowances for non-locally licensed in-house counsel).166. Id. at 1.167. Id. at 2 (highlighting that registered in-house counsel authorized to work in-state for their employer number more than 250 in Colorado, Massachusetts, and Ohio,more than 300 in Pennsylvania, more than 350 in Delaware, more than 500 in Illinois,more than 550 in New York, more than 900 in Florida and Virginia, and more than950 in Connecticut).168. CONFERENCE OF CHIEF JUSTICES & THE CONFERENCE OF STATE COURT ADM’R.,RESOLUTION 11: IN SUPPORT OF PRACTICE RULES ENABLING IN-HOUSE COUNSEL TO PROVIDE PROBONO LEGAL SERVICES (2012).
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Moreover, in August 2014, the ABA House of Delegates alsoadopted a resolution requesting that in-house lawyers be allowed todo pro bono in the remaining jurisdictions.169To date, four jurisdictions—Illinois, New York, Virginia, andWisconsin—have adopted practice rules that permit non-locallylicensed in-house counsel to engage in pro bono legal services broadlywithout restrictions—for example, mandating that the pro bono legalservices be provided only in association with an approvedorganization or under the supervision of a locally licensed lawyer.170Four other jurisdictions allow non-locally licensed in-house counselto provide pro bono legal services but only if such services areassociated or affiliated with an approved legal services organizationand provided under the supervision of a locally licensed attorney;twelve jurisdictions require that such services must only beassociated or affiliated with an approved organization; while fourjurisdictions require that such services must only be provided underthe supervision of a locally licensed attorney.171 Nine jurisdictions aresilent with respect to whether non-locally licensed in-house counselcan engage in pro bono legal services; however, these samejurisdictions allow out-of-state attorneys, which include in-housecounsel, to provide pro bono legal services subject to numerousrestrictions.172 Finally, eighteen jurisdictions are completely silent asto whether non-locally licensed in-house counsel and out-of-stateattorneys may engage in pro bono representation.173 In other words,forty-six jurisdictions have practice rules that limit or severelyrestrict pro bono legal services by in-house counsel.
3. Disaster ReliefIn the wake of the devastation caused by Hurricanes Katrina andRita in the summer of 2005, the ABA Task Force on Hurricane Katrinamobilized immediately to advocate for the suspension of unlicensedpractice of law rules by various states impacted by the hurricanes topermit lawyers from other jurisdictions to provide pro bono legalservices to the thousands of citizens affected by this natural
169. See Terry Carter, Let More In-House Counsel Do Pro Bono Service, ABA House
Resolution Says, A.B.A. J. (Aug. 11, 2014).170. See CORPORATE PRO BONO, supra note 145, at 1.171. See id.172. See id.173. See id.
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disaster.174 Shortly thereafter, the Task Force recognized the need fora model rule that “would allow out-of-state lawyers to provide probono legal services in an affected jurisdiction and lawyers in theaffected jurisdiction whose legal practices had been disrupted by amajor disaster to practice law on a temporary basis in an unaffectedjurisdiction.”175At its February 2007 annual meeting, in an effort led by theStanding Committee on Client Protection, the ABA House of Delegatesvoted to approve the Standing Committee’s recommendation to adoptthe Model Court Rule on Provision of Legal Services FollowingDetermination of a Major Disaster and amend Comment 14 to ModelRule 5.5 to add the following language:Lawyers desiring to provide pro bono legal services on atemporary basis in a jurisdiction that has been affected by amajor disaster, but in which they are not otherwiseauthorized to practice law, as well as lawyers from theaffected jurisdiction who seek to practice law temporarily inanother jurisdiction, but in which they are not otherwiseauthorized to practice law, should consult the Model CourtRule on Provision of Legal Services FollowingDetermination of Major Disaster.176Despite the ABA’s adoption of the new Model Court Rules andrevisions to Model Rule 5.5’s commentary—and endorsement fromother constituencies177—only eighteen jurisdictions have currentlyadopted the Model Court Rule.178 Interestingly, these jurisdictions donot include those most palpably impacted by major disaster—whether hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, or fires—since the creation ofthe Model Court Rule, including Alabama, Arkansas, California,
174. STANDING COMM. ON CLIENT PROTECTION, AM. BAR ASS’N, REPORT TO THE HOUSE OFDELEGATES: RECOMMENDATION 9 (2007).175. Id. at 9.176. AM. BAR ASS’N, RESOLUTION 104 12 (2007) (adopted in Model Rule 5.5).177. See CONFERENCE OF CHIEF JUSTICES, RESOLUTION 3: ENCORING CONSIDERATION OF THEABA MODEL COURT RULE ON PROVISION OF LEGAL SERVICES FOLLOWING DETERMINATION OF AMAJOR DISASTER (2007).178. STANDING COMM. ON CLIENT PROT., AM. BAR ASS’N, STATE IMPLEMENTATION OF ABAMODEL COURT RULE ON PROVISION OF LEGAL SERVICES FOLLOWING DETERMINATION OF MAJORDISASTER (2017), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/katrina_chart.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/6WKY-HEPE] (highlighting the following eighteen jurisdictions: Arizona, Colorado,Delaware, Georgia, Iowa, Illinois, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, North Dakota, NewJersey, New York, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin).
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Florida, Kentucky, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Carolina, Oklahoma,Texas, and West Virginia.179
4. Law ProfessorsSimilar to in-house counsel attorneys, law professors are oftennot licensed to practice law in the states in which they currently workand represent an untapped pool of attorneys who could engage in probono service.180 However, unlike the rules governing emeritusattorneys, in-house counsel attorneys, or attorneys keen to lend ahand during a disaster, the rules governing law professors lackconsistency.181 For most jurisdictions, non-locally licensed lawprofessors can engage in pro bono service only by pursuing admissionpro hac vice for a specific pro bono case or pursuing admission to thebar either by: (1) porting their bar exam score if they are licensed andthe jurisdiction in which they work are Uniform Bar Examination(“UBE”) states; (2) securing reciprocal admission; or (3) successfullypassing the relevant jurisdiction’s bar exam.182 For a handful ofjurisdictions, law professors may gain admission to the bar if they
179. See Sahil Chinoy, The Places in the U.S. Where Disaster Strikes Again and
Again, N.Y. TIMES (May 24, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/05/24/us/disasters-hurricanes-wildfires-storms.html [http://perma.cc/T3QB-2L2R].180. See Rima Sirota, Making CLE Voluntary and Pro Bono Mandatory: A Law
Faculty Test Case, 78 LA. L. REV. 547, 593 (2017) (noting that a practical objection tomandatory pro bono for law faculties is “some professors are not admitted to the statebar where the school is situated or, indeed, any bar at all”).181. See ELIZABETH MERTZ ET AL., AFTER TENURE: POST-TENURE LAW PROFESSORS IN THEUNITED STATES 14 (2011) (noting that in the 2007–08 academic year, 8142 full-timelaw professors were employed at the then-197 accredited law schools).182. See, e.g., COLO. R. CIV. P. 203.2–3; R. GOVERNING ADMISSION TO THE ALA. STATE BAR3; ALASKA BAR R. 2 § 2; AM. SAM. HIGH CT. R. 138; DEL. SUP. CT. R. 55; R. REGULATING THE FLA.BAR 1-3.10; GA. R. GOVERNING ADMISSION TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW PT. C § 1–4; GUAM R.GOVERNING ADMISSION TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW 4; IDAHO BAR COMM’N R. 206; ILL. SUP. CT. R.704A, 705; IOWA CT. R. 31.12; KAN. SUP. CT. R. 708; ME. BAR ADMISSION R. 11A–11B; MASS.SUP. JUD. CT. R. 3:01 § 6; N.H. SUP. CT. R. 42(6); N.Y. R. CT. APP. FOR THE ADMISSION OFATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 520.10; N.C. ADMISSION R. .0502; N.D. ADMISSION TOPRACTICE R. 7; N. MAR. I. SUP. CT. R. 73-3(C); P.R. R. FOR THE ADMISSION OF APPLICANTS TO THEPRACTICE OF LAW AND THE NOTARIAL OF PROFESSION 4.1.1(d); S.C. APP. CT. R. 402(j); UTAHJUDICIAL COUNCIL CODE OF JUDICIAL ADMIN. R. 14-705; V.I. SUP. CT. R. 201–202; VA. SUP. CT.R. 1A:1; WASH. ADMISSION AND PRACTICE R. 3(c)–(d); WYO. RULES AND PROCEDURESGOVERNING ADMISSION TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW R. 304–305. CONN. BAR EXAMINING COMM.,RULES OF THE SUPERIOR COURT REGULATING ADMISSION TO THE BAR § 2-13 (2018); MISS. BD. OFBAR ADMISSIONS, RULES GOVERNING ADMISSION TO THE MISSISSIPPI BAR R. 6 § 1 (2011).
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have been admitted and in good standing in another jurisdiction forat least five years.183Arkansas, Kentucky, and Maryland, however, appear to offer aclear path to pro bono practice for law professors, by permittingattorneys licensed to practice in other jurisdictions admittance to thebar or permission to practice if they engage solely in pro bonopractice.184 Similarly, Arizona, Connecticut, Hawaii, New Jersey,Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, and West Virginia permit lawprofessors admission to the bar in the respective jurisdictions withcertain restrictions.185 Law professors satisfy the qualifications foradmission in Connecticut if the law professor is a full-time facultymember or clinical fellow at an accredited Connecticut law school andadmitted as a member of the bar in another jurisdiction.186 In Nevada,professors at the William S. Boyd School of Law may be admitted tothe bar if they are barred in another jurisdiction and have passed theMPRE with a score of eighty-five or higher.187 Professors at approvedlaw schools in South Dakota and Arizona may be admitted to the barupon recommendation of the dean and continued employment attheir law school.188 Likewise, professors at West Virginia UniversityCollege of Law may be admitted to the bar upon recommendation bythe dean and if the professor is barred in another jurisdiction;
183. See, e.g., D.C. CT. APP. R. 46; RULES FOR ADMISSION TO THE BAR OF MONT. R. 4–5;RULES OF THE SUP. CT. GOVERNING ADMISSION TO THE BAR OF TEX. R. 13 § 1(a) (requiringengagement in the practice of law for five of the last seven years); VT. RULES OFADMISSION TO THE BAR R. 14–15 (allowing attorneys barred in Maine and NewHampshire to only have engaged in practice for three years); WIS. SUP. CT. R. 40.05.184. KY. SUP. CT. R 2.112 (limiting the license to practice to eighteen months); ARK.ADMIN. ORDERS ORD. 15 (2016); STATE BD. OF LAW EXAMINERS STATE OF MD., RULESGOVERNING ADMISSION TO THE BAR OF MARYLAND R. 19-215 (2016) (requiring attorneys tobe affiliated with a legal services or pro bono publico program).185. ARIZ. REV. STAT. SUP. CT. R. 38(c); HAW. SUP. CT. R. 1.8(a); NEV. SUP. CT. RULESREGULATING ADMISSION TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW R. 49.1; RULES GOVERNING THE CTS. OF THESTATE OF N.J. R. 1:27-3; W. VA. SUP. CT. RULES FOR ADMISSION TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW R. 4.6;CONN. BAR EXAMINING COMM., RULES OF THE SUPERIOR COURT REGULATING ADMISSION TO THEBAR R. 2-13(a)(ii); OR. STATE BD. OF BAR EXAMINERS, SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGONRULES FOR ADMISSION OF ATTORNEYS R. 11.05 (2018); S.D. BD. OF BAR EXAMINERS, RULES ANDREGULATIONS FOR ADMISSION TO PRACTICE LAW IN SOUTH DAKOTA R. 16-16-7.1 (2018).186. CONN. BAR EXAMINING COMM., RULES OF THE SUPERIOR COURT REGULATING ADMISSIONTO THE BAR § 2-13(a)(ii).187. NEV. SUP. CT. RULES REGULATING ADMISSION TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW R. 49.1.188. ARIZ. REV. STAT. SUP. CT. R. 38(c)(1), (5); S.D. BD. OF BAR EXAMINERS, RULES ANDREGULATIONS FOR ADMISSION TO PRACTICE LAW IN SOUTH DAKOTA R. 16-16-7.6.
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however, there is an initial five-year limitation on the license.189 Afterone year of teaching, professors at Oregon law schools may secure alimited license to practice that expires upon termination ofemployment with the law school; however, the professor must bebarred in a jurisdiction with a bar exam “substantially equivalent” tothe bar exam in Oregon.190 Similarly, after five years of full-timeteaching at an approved law school in New Jersey, law professors maybe admitted to the bar if they have been admitted to anotherjurisdiction with “educational qualifications for admission to the bar[] equal to those” in New Jersey.191 In Hawaii, law professors may beadmitted pro tem to the bar for three years.192 Upon expiration of thethree-year period, the dean of the law school may submit an affidavitor motion declaring that the professor has remained in good standingduring the three-year period, which may then permit the lawprofessor to be admitted as a full member of the bar if the professoris barred in another jurisdiction.193Although Arizona, provides a path for admission for full-timeprofessors, the state also limits the number of hours for whichprofessors are eligible to receive compensation for their legalservices. Specifically, Arizona restricts its faculty members fromreceiving compensation for legal work that exceeds an average ofeight hours per week during a calendar year.194 Moreover, Arizonaalso requires an annual certification by the dean verifying facultymember compliance with this requirement.195 Additionally, toencourage law schools to promote clinical education and pro bonoopportunities for law students, Arizona has provided a less restrictivepath to admission for clinical law professors.196 Similarly, Ohio ties alaw professor’s admission to the bar to the professor’s affiliation witha law school’s clinical education program.197 In both jurisdictions, ifthe law professor is barred in another jurisdiction, they may practice
189. W. VA. SUP. CT. RULES FOR ADMISSION TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW R. 4.6.190. OR. STATE BD. OF BAR EXAMINERS, SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON RULESFOR ADMISSION OF ATTORNEYS R. 11.05(1), (6).191. RULES GOVERNING THE CTS. OF THE STATE OF N.J. R. 1:27-3.192. HAW. SUP. CT. R. 1.8(a).193. Id. at R. 1.8(b).194. ARIZ. REV. STAT. SUP. CT. R. 38(c)(5).195. Id.196. Id. R. 38(d)(1).197. SUP. CT. RULES FOR THE GOV’T OF THE BAR OF OHIO R. 9(1)(E).
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law, but only if such practice is connected directly with the fieldworkassociated with the clinic.198Meanwhile, California permits its bar to characterize law schoolsas “legal services providers” and allows any attorneys, including lawprofessors, who are working for the legal services provider to engagein pro bono practice so long as the non-locally licensed lawyers aresupervised by a California-barred attorney.199 Relatedly,Pennsylvania will admit a licensed attorney from another jurisdictionto its bar if the attorney is “employed by or associated with a publicdefender’s office, an organized defender association, or an organizedlegal services program which is sponsored, approved or recognizedby the local county bar association.”200 Arguably, if a law professorengages in pro bono practice through the auspices of a legal servicesprogram or if, the law school itself can be deemed a legal servicesprogram by the local bar association, then it is possible a lawprofessor may be admitted to practice. Such arguments may alsoapply to the rules governing the admittance of attorneys in Minnesotaand New Mexico, both of which will grant a limited license toattorneys employed by a qualified legal services organization;however, under those rules, the law school or its clinical educationprogram would need to be deemed a qualified legal servicesprovider.201
H. Unbundling RulesBecause the cost of legal services is prohibitive for low-incomeand often modest-means Americans, the legal industry has followedother industries—such as the airline industry, the financial serviceindustry, and the music industry—by unbundling legal services.202
198. ARIZ. REV. STAT. SUP. CT. R. 39(1), (5) (2018); SUP. CT. RULES FOR THE GOV’T OF THEBAR OF OHIO R. 9(1)(E) (limiting the work to “criminal or poverty law clinics,” whichmay exclude work associated with clinics focused on environmental law, civil rights,animal rights, community and economic development, etc.).199. CAL. RULES OF CT. R. 9.45(a)(1)(B).200. PA. BD. OF LAW EXAM’RS, PA. BAR ADMISSION RULES R.311(b) (2015).201. N.M.R. 15-301.2 (2018); MINN. STATE BD. OF LAW EXAMINERS, RULES FORADMISSION TO THE BAR 8 (2017) (granting a temporary license not to exceed fifteenmonths).202. Stephanie L. Kimbro, Law a la Carte: The Case for Unbundling Legal Services,29 GPSOLO 30, 30 (2012), https://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp_solo/2012/september_october/law_a_la_carte_case_unbundling_legal_services.html[https://perma.cc/9J4J-QZJZ].
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Model Rule 1.2(c) formally permits limited scope representation(“unbundling”): “A lawyer may limit the scope of the representation ifthe limitation is reasonable under the circumstances and the clientgives informed consent.”203 Unbundling is a delivery method for legalservices in which a “lawyer breaks down the tasks associated with aclient’s legal matter and provides representation only pertaining to aclearly defined portion of the client’s legal need” and in which the“client accepts responsibility for doing the footwork for the remainderof the legal matter until reaching the desired resolution.”204 Suchservices include advising clients on court procedures and courtroombehavior, coaching on strategy, conducting document review, draftingagreements or pleadings, ghostwriting, dispute resolution,negotiating, organizing discovery material or preparing exhibits, andmaking limited appearances in court or providing legal guidance.205To date, Rule 1.2(c) has been adopted either verbatim or with somemodification (typically limiting unbundling only to noncriminalmatters) in all fifty states and the District of Columbia.206
I. Access to Justice CommissionsAlthough the first Access to Justice (ATJ) Commission waslaunched in 1994 in the State of Washington, the expansion of thisconcept has only occurred within the last few years.207 Now, ATJCommissions exist in forty-four jurisdictions—a growth spurred by aseries of one-time grants in 2012 and 2013 to spread the ATJCommission movement across the United States.208 Created typically
203. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.2(c) (AM. BAR ASS’N 2016).204. Kimbro, supra note 202, at 32.205. See id. at 33–34.206. See Unbundling Resources by State, A.B.A.,https://www.americanbar.org/groups/delivery_legal_services/resources/pro_se_unbundling_resource_center/pro_se_resources_by_state.html[https://perma.cc/SL6V-CEKZ]; Rules, A.B.A., https://www.americanbar.org/groups/delivery_legal_services/resources/pro_se_unbundling_resource_center/court_rules.html [https://perma.cc/4X58-SPBD].207. See Access to Justice Commissions, A.B.A.,http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/initiatives/resource_center_for_access_to_justice/atj-commissions.html [https://perma.cc/W5WT-DKJW].208. See Directory and Structure, A.B.A.,http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/initiatives/resource_center_for_access_to_justice/atj-commissions/commission-directory.html
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by order of the jurisdiction’s highest court, ATJ Commissions focus noton providing direct pro bono assistance, but rather on improvingexisting systems or creating new opportunities for expanding accessto justice within the jurisdiction.209 ATJ Commissions are typicallycomprised of state citizens representing the legal profession, thebusiness sector, the academic community, the religious community,and the public interest and advocacy community.210III. SURVEY SAYS!: MOTIVATIONS FOR PRO BONO ENGAGEMENTAbsent a complete system overhaul211 or significant funding tosupport legal services organizations,212 pro bono legal services will
[https://perma.cc/AJK8-LEC5] (noting the establishment of ATJ Commissions inAlabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, theDistrict of Columbia, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Puerto Rico,South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virgin Islands, Virginia, Washington,Wisconsin, and Wyoming; and other ATJ entities in Georgia, Michigan, Minnesota,Ohio, and Oregon); see also RES. CTR. FOR ACCESS TO JUSTICE INITIATIVES, AM. BAR ASS’N,ACCESS TO JUSTICE UPDATES 2017-2018 122 (2018),https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/events/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/ls_sclaid_atj_18_meeting_materials_booklet.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/97MS-N4H4] [hereinafter ACCESSUPDATES]. Although the West Virginia Access to Justice Commission lost its funding atthe end of 2017, it appears that it secured a grant of almost $75,000 to revive thecommission. See Steve Canterbury, Cuts at Supreme Court Might Look Good at First,
But Will Harm People, CHARLESTON GAZETTE-MAIL (Dec. 28, 2017),https://www.wvgazettemail.com/opinion/gazette_opinion/op_ed_commentaries/steve-canterbury-cuts-at-supreme-court-might-look-good-at/article_82df3090-f36b-5a7e-8199-b6b2ac2d36b8.html [https://perma.cc/U37V-WP6Y]; Press Release,W.V. State Bar, Access to Justice Foundation Awarded Grant From West Virginia StateBar, (Feb. 19, 2018), https://wvbar.org/access-to-justice-foundation-awarded-grant-from-west-virginia-state-bar [https://perma.cc/5X3V-NYLX].209. See Access to Justice Commissions, supra note 207.210. RESOURCE CTR. FOR ACCESS TO JUSTICE INITIATIVES, AM. BAR ASS’N, HALLMARKS OFEFFECTIVE ACCESS TO JUSTICE COMMISSIONS, 2 (2014), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/ls_sclaid_atj_effective_atj_commissions_hallmarks.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/8FHF-HSD4].211. Keith, supra note 18, at 65–96 (describing the complexity of the civil legalaid delivery system).212. In the current political climate, it is unrealistic to think that federal fundingfor the civil legal aid system will increase any time soon. See Katie Benner, Justice Dept.
Office to Make Legal Aid More Accessible is Quietly Closed, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 1, 2018),https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/01/us/politics/office-of-access-to-justice-
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continue to be a key component of the access to justice equation. Assuch, attempting to provide an understanding of the best state-widepractices to further expand pro bono resources throughout thecountry is an important next step. Unfortunately, though, there is alack of empirical evidence evaluating whether and to what extent anyof the above discussed approaches promote pro bono and areeffective in expanding access to justice.213 Despite this reality, thefollowing section attempts to provide some understanding of therules, policies, and initiatives that are most worthwhile to pursue.
A. Supporting Justice SurveyRecently, the ABA Standing Committee on Pro Bono and PublicService aimed to provide some guidance on this score. In 2017, theStanding Committee embarked on its fourth empirical investigationsince 2004 into how the culture of volunteering has manifested in thelegal profession (the “Supporting Justice Survey”).214 Although priorstudies by the Standing Committee yielded low response rates, themost recent study incorporated a new data collection methodologythat yielded a significantly larger sample.215 Rather than distributingthe survey through nationally-available lists of attorneys (e.g. ABA
department-closed.html [https://perma.cc/P9AQ-8GG2]; Jenna Greene, Trump
Budget Puts Legal Services Back on the Chopping Block, AM. LAW LITIG. DAILY (Feb. 13,2018), https://www.law.com/sites/litigationdaily/2018/02/13/trump-budget-puts-legal-services-back-on-the-chopping-block[archived at https://advance.lexis.com/search?crid=a6161661-3cb6-4cfd-ba43-d79722e692c9&pdsearchterms=LNSDUID-ALM-DLYRPT-hdk45efdj&pdbypasscitatordocs=False&pdmfid=1000516&pdisurlapi=true];Jenavieve Hatch, The Trump Administration Quietly Defunded Legal Services for
Trafficking Victims, HUFFINGTON POST (July 6, 2018),https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-defunded-legal-services-trafficking_us_5b3fbeade4b07b827cc0517c [https://perma.cc/4XAN-9RKJ]; DebraCassens Weiss, ABA President Says Trump’s Plan to Defund the Legal Services Corp.
‘Should Be Dead on Arrival,’ ABA J. (Feb. 13, 2018),http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/trumps_budget_plan_would_once_again_eliminate_funding_for_the_legal_service [https://perma.cc/48UY-Q9UH].213. See Keith, supra note 18.214. STANDING COMM’N ON PRO BONO & PUB. SERV., AM. BAR ASS’N, SUPPORTING JUSTICE:REPORT ON THE PRO BONO WORK OF AMERICA’S LAWYERS (2018),https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/probono_public_service/ls_pb_supporting_justice_iv_final.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/4565-DT7M] [hereinafter SUPPORTING JUSTICE SURVEY].215. Id. at 3–4.
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members), the Standing Committee worked directly through stateentities to distribute the survey to all attorneys licensed within thetwenty-four participating states.216 The Supporting Justice Surveyquantified the amount of pro bono legal services contributed byattorneys in the United States in 2016, describes characteristics ofrecent pro bono service, and identifies factors that encourage anddiscourage pro bono service.217 The participating jurisdictionsyielded a “representative sample of states nationally in terms ofattorney demographics, urban/rural breakdown, political leaning,and pro bono policies.”218 With a response rate of 7.3% and responsesfrom over 47,000 attorneys, the study provides an interesting data setto examine the effectiveness of various state-wide rules, policies, andpractices.219The Supporting Justice Survey found that, when undertaking probono legal services, attorneys most commonly pursue limited scoperepresentation in matters referred by legal services providers andwithin their area of expertise.220 Through a series of questionsexamining the motivations underlying pro bono engagement,attorneys overwhelming responded that “empathetic or ethicalmotivations, such as helping people, reducing social inequalities,being a good person, and ethical or professional obligations” were thedriving forces behind their willingness to participate in pro bono legalservices.221 Using pro bono as a professional development tool onlymoderately motivates attorneys, and “[a]ttorneys reported beingleast motivated by recognition.”222 Relatedly, the Supporting JusticeSurvey asked attorneys about how helpful or motivating certainactions by states generally or the public interest communityspecifically would be to promoting pro bono engagement.223Attorneys responded that they are most influenced by (1) a judgesoliciting participation; (2) opportunities for limited scope
216. Id. Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine,Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oregon, RhodeIsland, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, andWyoming participated in the 2017 study. Id.217. Id. at 3–6.218. Id. at 4.219. Id. at 4.220. Id. at 6.221. Id. at 19.222. Id.223. Id. at 21.
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representation; and (3) CLE credit for undertaking pro bono.224Attorneys are moderately influenced by opportunities to engage inpro bono remotely and least motivated by policies encouraging orrequiring self-reporting and state bar tracking of pro bono and byformal recognition of pro bono efforts.225Of the 57% of respondents who provided pro bono legal servicesas a law student, just shy of 60% responded that pro bonoengagement in law school made them “more likely” or “far morelikely” to provide pro bono legal services after graduation.226 Roughly38% indicated that pro bono engagement in law school had no impacton their likelihood of undertaking pro bono post-graduation, and only3.4% reported that it made them “less likely” to engage in pro bono.227As part of the Supporting Justice Survey, the Standing Committeeaimed to obtain information about attorney engagement in what itcalled “public service activities”—activities that fall outside thetraditional definition of pro bono but nevertheless compete with thelimited time and resources attorneys have to volunteer.228 The mostcommon public service activity is “legal services for a reduced fee,”which is more commonly known as “low bono.”229 Over 20% ofrespondents reported that they provide low bono services, averagingseventy-three hours per year.230 Of the attorneys assisting low-bonoclients in 2016, one out of four reduced their fees by roughly 50%;whereas one out of five reduced their fees by approximately 71% to75%.231 Such reductions led to fees that were predominately under$150 per hour, with a quarter of respondents charging between $101and $150 per hour, a third charging between $51 and $100 per hour,and another quarter charging $50 or less.232In addition, the Supporting Justice Survey asked private practiceattorneys a series of questions regarding their use of limited scope
224. Id. at 21, 35–36 (“[P]rivate practice attorneys were most motivated by ajudge soliciting their participation in a pro bono case. Corporate, government, non-profit and academic attorneys tended to rate malpractice insurance in their topthree.”).225. Id.226. Id. at 23.227. Id.228. Id. at 25.229. Id.230. Id.231. Id.232. Id. at 26.
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representation and unbundling for a fee.233 Although mostrespondents indicated that none of their cases involved unbundledlegal services for a fee, almost 25% of attorneys responded that up to20% of their caseload involves unbundling for a fee.234 When askedthe primary reasons for not providing limited scope representation,75% of respondents agreed with the statement: “I don’t thinkunbundling would work for much of my practice”; 67% agreed withthe statement: “I worry that unbundling would expose me tomalpractice claims”; 63% agreed with the statement: “It is difficult toget enough clients to make unbundling worthwhile”; and 58% agreedwith the statement: “Prospective clients are not interested inunbundled legal services.”235 For those who provide limited scoperepresentation, 78% agreed with the statement: “Unbundling lowersthe cost of cases so that more people can afford my services”; and 70%agreed with the statement: “Unbundling allows me to offer legalservices at a more competitive price.”236 When asked to rank a list ofactions that might encourage attorneys to provide unbundledservices, respondents requested more clarity concerning ethicalobligations, malpractice exposure, and court procedure.237Through the Supporting Justice Survey, respondents offeredimportant insight into actions that states and the public interestcommunity could undertake that would encourage attorneys toengage in pro bono. Based on an analysis of the responses, theStanding Committee recommended “[e]ngaging judges in supportingpro bono work by encouraging them to write support letters, ask[ing]attorneys to take pro bono cases, recogniz[ing] attorneys who do probono work, and cultivat[ing] court-based pro bono programs.”238 Itfurther recommended developing rules and policies to permit limitedscope representation, allow attorneys to earn CLE credit byundertaking pro bono, and grant corporate and government lawyersthe opportunity to engage in pro bono.239 Additionally, the StandingCommittee encouraged the continual development of law school probono programs and technical and other innovations to increase
233. Id. at 26–28.234. Id. at 26.235. Id. at 27, n. 5.236. Id. at 28.237. Id.238. Id.239. Id. at 42.
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attorney involvement in pro bono.240 Importantly, the StandingCommittee acknowledged the need to “[c]ontinu[e] to collectinformation on attorney behaviors and attitudes with regard to probono to better understand the attorney population and to developevidence-based program and policy changes.”241
B. Taking the Pulse of Public Interest LeadersIn 2018, this author sought to expand on the work of the StandingCommittee by holding a focus group and circulating another survey.At the 2018 Equal Justice Conference, approximately forty leaders inthe public interest community came together to discuss the laws,rules, and policies adopted or implemented by certain states toimprove pro bono culture and expand pro bono services within theirjurisdictions.242 The consensus among the leaders was that the bestpractice is to implement rules or policies that create a largerpopulation from which to recruit attorneys for pro bono work, ratherthan rules or policies that simply encourage pro bono work from thesub-set of attorneys already at the public interest community’sdisposal.Following this conversation and after consulting with the NCAJ,the author decided to “take the pulse” of other leaders in the publicinterest community to gauge whether a strong consensus exists onbest practice for promoting pro bono. Although empirical analysisover time will help determine the effectiveness of the various rulesand policies for promoting pro bono, a survey offers a starting placeto identify policies that experts on the ground consider to be effective.A narrowly-tailored and brief survey format was purposefullyselected to reduce the risk of overcomplicating the process orreducing the response rate, for example, by requiring ranking or
240. Id. at 43.241. Id. at 42–43.242. Jamie Gamble, Latonia Haney Keith, & Cheryl Zalenski, Pro BonoInfrastructure: The Top Ten State Laws & Policies for Promoting Pro Bono,Presentation at the 2018 Equal Justice Conference (May 11, 2018),https://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/ejc/agenda_at_a_glance.html [https://perma.cc/5A3F-Z56U] (occurring at a session entitled “Pro BonoInfrastructure: The Top Ten State Laws & Policies for Promoting Pro Bono”representing the interests of legal services and pro bono organizations, law firms,corporations, law schools, Access to Justice Commissions, and funders of civil legalaid).
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ranges of feeling.243 The survey asked respondents to identify whichof the following state-wide laws, rules, policies, or initiatives was, intheir opinion, “so valuable as to make its adoption worthwhile inevery state,” by simply indicating “agree” or “disagree” next to eachoption or leaving it blank if their feelings were neutral:1) State-wide rule expressly adopting ABA Model Rule 6.1(encouraging lawyers to aspire to dedicate at least fiftyhours of pro bono service)2) State-wide rule expressly adopting ABA Model Rule 6.5(relaxing obligations under conflict rules for nonprofitand court-annexed limited legal services programs)3) State-wide rule expressly adopting ABA Model Code ofJudicial Conduct Rule 3.7(B) (permitting judges toencourage lawyers to provide pro bono services)4) Waiver of license requirements for retired or inactiveattorneys (aka Emeritus Rule)5) Waiver of license requirements for in-house/corporatecounsel6) Waiver of license requirements for law professors7) Waiver of license requirements for out-of-state attorneysassisting in disaster relief8) Permitting attorneys who take pro bono cases to earn freeor reduced CLE credits9) State-wide rule requiring a designated number of hours ofpro bono service as a condition to becoming a licensedattorney (a.k.a. the New York Rule)10) Mandatory pro bono reporting requirements to maintainone’s license to practice11) Voluntary pro bono reporting requirements to maintainone’s license to practice12) Financial contribution to legal service organizations (inlieu of actual pro bono work) to maintain one’s license topractice13) State-wide adoption of unbundling rules (e.g. authorizing“lawyer for a day” programs for pro bono attorneys)14) Access to Justice Commissions15) State-wide pro bono initiative (e.g. ABA Free LegalAnswers)
243. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.
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16) State-wide pro bono awards or recognition program.244The Taking the Pulse Survey also invited respondents to:17) identify state-wide pro bono initiatives and state-wide probono awards or recognition programs as well as to add upto two other laws, rules, policies, or initiatives that therespondent believes should or should not be adopted on awide scale;18) include a brief explanation of their reasoning foridentifying policies they agreed or disagreed with as wellas share any other views on any and all state-widepractices for promoting pro bono;19) self-identify as to the type of organization or constituencythe respondent represents with the following choices aswell as an option for “Other” with a text box: Legal Aid—LSC-Funded; Legal Aid—Non-LSC Funded; ProBono/Public Interest Organization; National AdvocacyOrganization/Think Tank; Law Firm; Law School;Corporation; Bar Association; Judiciary; and Government(other than judiciary) (hereinafter the “constituencies”);20) and identify the jurisdiction in which the respondent ortheir organization is located, or if they manage pro bonopractices in more than one jurisdiction, select the state inwhich the respondent is most involved in state policiesregarding pro bono, and identify in a text field the otherlocations over which the respondent has purview.245The survey was distributed in July 2018 to roughly 750 publicinterest leaders in states across the country and in the U.S. territories,and garnered 333 responses—a response rate of approximately44%.246 The respondents represented all constituencies andjurisdictions, with the exception of South Dakota, West Virginia,American Samoa, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.247
244. Id.245. Id.246. The “Taking the Pulse” Survey was distributed to representatives of the ABAStanding Committee on Pro Bono & Public Service, the ABA Standing Committee onLegal Aid & Indigent Defendants, the Association of Pro Bono Counsel (APBCo), theClinical Legal Education Association (CLEA), Corporate Pro Bono (CPBO), the LegalServices Corporation (LSC), the National Association of Pro Bono Professionals(NAPBPro), the National Legal Aid & Defender Association (NLADA), the Pro BonoInstitute (PBI), and Pro Bono Net.247. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.
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Interestingly, the responses fell within clear buckets, with nosignificant difference of opinion along constituency or geographiclines.248 Adoption of Model Rule 6.1 and unbundling rules wereoutliers as the top best practices for promotion of pro bono withroughly 88% of respondents identifying these two rules as critical tothe pro bono infrastructure.249 The next tranche, which still indicatedstrong support, includes adoption of Model Rule 6.5 and Model Codeof Judicial Conduct Rule 3.7(B), waiver of license requirements forout-of-state attorneys assisting in disaster relief, and granting of CLEcredit for pro bono representation.250 In the following tranche,although the Emeritus Rules and the creation of Access to JusticeCommissions received fairly strong support, voluntary pro bonoreporting requirements and award and recognition programsgarnered less support.251 Waiving the licensing requirements for in-house counsel and law professors, as well as launching a state-widepro bono initiative (such as ABA Free Legal Answers), however,received only lukewarm support.252 Finally, the least favored rulesand policies for encouraging pro bono included mandatory pro bonoreporting requirements, the requirement to contribute financially tolegal-services organizations to maintain one’s license to practice, andthe New York Rule.253IV. TAKE-AWAYS: BEST PRACTICES FOR PROMOTING PRO BONO
A. Mandating Pro BonoIt is clear that the long-standing and intense debate surrounding“mandatory volunteerism” is still in play within the public interestarena.254 As former Judge Colin Campbell noted back in 1990,
248. Id.249. Id.250. Id.251. Id.252. Id.253. Id.254. Interestingly, this debate recently played out once again in connection withthe Assembly Bill 3204 proposed by Assembly Member Adam Gray in the CaliforniaLegislature earlier this year. Assemb. B. 3204, 2017–18 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2018),https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180AB3204 [https://perma.cc/LCD4-HG84]. The bill would require California attorneys tocomplete a minimum of twenty-five hours of pro bono legal service. Id. Alternatively,attorneys could opt out of this requirement by contributing a minimum of $500 to the
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“[n]othing has aroused the ire of so many lawyers as much as thecurrent debate on whether [Rule 6.1], the pro bono publico rule,should be made mandatory.”255
1. The DebateOpponents to mandating pro bono argue that doing so appearsincongruous with the underlying purpose of pro bono, which is tomake a personal contribution to the profession.256 Making such acontribution mandatory discourages the aspirational nature of therules, and in the words of one respondent to the Taking the PulseSurvey, “is a form of servitude in the name of justice; repugnant andineffective all at once.”257 Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor’scomment during the American Law Institute’s 2016 annual meetingadvocating “forced labor” for lawyers to improve access to justice
California Bar to support legal aid and maintain their license to practice. Id. The billwould exempt acting judges, inactive members of the bar, attorneys employed bylegal aid organizations, attorneys who earned less than $50,000 the previous year,and any newly-admitted members to the bar for the first five years of practice, unlessthey earn $100,000 or more from the requirement. Id.; see also Cheryl Miller, This New
Bill Would Make Pro Bono Mandatory—Or Else Pay Up, RECORDER (Feb. 26, 2018, 6:56PM), https://www.law.com/therecorder/2018/02/26/this-new-bill-would-make-pro-bono-mandatory-or-else-pay-up/?slreturn=20180904022710[https://perma.cc/FNR3-LUDZ]. After OneJustice—a California innovation labfocused on applying creative problem-solving and design approaches to increasingaccess to justice—formally opposed the bill, it convinced Assembly Member Gray todrop AB 3204 and instead become a co-author of AB 3249, the annual licensing andstate bar oversight bill. OneJustice also wanted to add a provision to that bill allowingattorneys to count a certain amount of pro bono hours toward California’s mandatoryCLE requirements. E-mail from Harlene Katzman, Pro Bono Counsel & Director,Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP, to author (May 8, 2018) (on file with author).However, the additional provision was not approved by the Committee on Judiciary.Assemb. B. 3249, 2017-18 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2018), https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180AB3249 [https://perma.cc/Q72Q-3PMT].255. Colin Campbell, Why is There a Debate Over Mandatory Pro Bono Work?, ARIZ.ATT’Y, May 1990, at 14.256. See, e.g., Sirota, supra note 180, at 573; Dan Grunfeld et al., Mandatory Pro
Bono is not the Answer for Practitioners, LAW360 (Apr. 22, 2014, 6:30 PM),https://www.law360.com/articles/530036/mandatory-pro-bono-is-not-the-answer-for-practitioners [https://perma.cc/Y4EL-JZNM].257. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.
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similarly garnered stark criticism.258 Opponents to JusticeSotomayor’s claim argued that mandatory pro bono is a violation ofthe Thirteenth Amendment, which prohibits “involuntary servitude”and slavery—even if it does not rise to a violation of the Constitution,any type of “forced labor is a deeply unjust violation of individualliberty.”259 Similarly, some opponents claim that mandatory pro bonoviolates constitutional rights including “the First Amendment’sprohibition on forced association, the Fifth Amendment’s prohibitionon uncompensated takings, and the Fourteenth Amendment’s equalprotection guarantee.”260Moreover, a mandatory pro bono requirement may haveunintended consequences, which may negatively impact the ability ofthe public interest community to provide legal services to theindigent.261 Such a system would put pressure on a currently under-funded legal aid system, as well as on the disproportionate burden onsolo practitioners and young lawyers who lack the physical andfinancial resources to meet such a requirement.262 As one Taking thePulse Survey respondent noted:
258. See Tony Mauro, Opinion, Sotomayor Urges Mandatory Pro Bono for All
Lawyers, NAT’L L.J. (May 17, 2016, 8:24 AM), https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/almID/1202757812765/Sotomayor-Urges-Mandatory-Pro-Bono-for-All-Lawyers [https://perma.cc/Q6N9-22XE].259. Ilya Somin, Opinion, Justice Sotomayor’s Misguided Advocacy of “Forced
Labor” for Lawyers [Updated with a Response to Steve Lubet], WASH. POST (May 20,2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2016/05/20/justice-sotomayors-misguided-advocacy-of-forced-labor-for-lawyers/?utm_term=.c72e4e21eca5 [https://perma.cc/LWD5-4RR4]; see also George Leef, Justice
Sotomayor’s Very Bad, No Good Idea for Lawyers, FORBES (May24, 2016, 10:00 AM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/georgeleef/2016/05/24/justice-sotomayors-very-bad-no-good-idea-for-lawyers/#64c4536f6580[https://perma.cc/HA48-A4QD]; Ronald D. Rotunda, Forcing Lawyers to Perform Pro
Bono Services, VERDICT (July 18, 2016), https://verdict.justia.com/2016/07/18/forcing-lawyers-perform-pro-bono-services [https://perma.cc/73SJ-J9A2].260. Sirota, supra note 180, at 574 (citing Reed Elizabeth Loder, Tending the
Generous Heart: Mandatory Pro Bono and Moral Development, 14 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS459, 464–65 (2001)).261. Grunfeld et al., supra note 256.262. Sirota, supra note 180, at 580–81. But see Joseph A. Sullivan, A Response to
“Forcing Lawyers to Perform Pro Bono Services,” VERDICT (Aug. 26, 2016),https://verdict.justia.com/2016/08/26/response-forcing-lawyers-perform-pro-bono-services [https://perma.cc/5U97-ZZLR] (“The suggestion that mandatory probono would simply be too onerous may also be overstated. Practicing law alreadyincludes many requirements. Future lawyers must go to law school, must take and
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Mandatory pro bono to maintain a law license sounds goodbut disregards the many times that attorneys, often in ruralareas or impoverished areas, already provided dramaticallyreduced-fee representation or take a case they suspect willresult in “involuntary pro bono.” I can do pro bono now,because of my supportive firm, but in the past as a solo, I wasalready hand to mouth too many times. Piling pro bono ontop when I had no legal assistant would have beendisaster.263In addition, opponents point to Meyer Goldman—widelyregarded as the originator of the public defender movement—whoonce said, “Too frequently, the services [of lawyers appointed by thecourt with minimal or no compensation] are half-hearted or openlynegligible . . . . The client pays the penalty, perhaps not for the crimecharged, but often for his poverty.” Following this logic, opponentsargue that mandatory pro bono will produce the same result.264 Asanother Taking the Pulse Survey respondent argued:[A]ccess to justice should be a matter of concern to ALLsociety, and thus society should fund sufficient civil legalservices programs to provide competent and professionallegal services to those who cannot afford an attorney andnot rely on pro bono that is grudgingly and possiblynegligently provided because it is mandatory.265Proponents of mandatory pro bono, however, argue that “probono publico”—for the public good—harkens to the highest ideals ofthe legal profession, a sentiment firmly rooted in American legalhistory.266 As Judge Campbell eloquently argued:It is somewhat ironic to have a Code of ProfessionalResponsibility that states it is a matter of professionalresponsibility for a lawyer to do pro bono publico service,
pass a bar exam, and must meet character and fitness requirements. Lawyers mustpay annual registration fees and must take a certain number of continuing legaleducation (CLE) credits each year. Lawyers who don’t pay the fees or take the CLEcourses cannot practice law. Is requiring, say, 50 hours of pro bono a yearqualitatively different?”).263. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.264. Grunfeld et al., supra note 256.265. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21(emphasis in original).266. Steven Schulman, Breanna DeVaney, and Kevin Curnin, Any Pro Bono Brawl
Should Be For More Access to Justice, LAW360 (Jan. 17, 2014, 1:59 PM),https://www.stroock.com/siteFiles/Pub1443.pdf [https://perma.cc/33FQ-W8ZE].
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and yet have a third of the bar membership not adhere to it. . . . If the rule is to remain purely aspirational, and asubstantial segment of the State Bar in practice views itpurely as lip service, then [Rule 6.1] should be shifted to theCode of Professionalism. Let that code be the “elephantgraveyard” of professional aspirations. If the rule is truly tobe a matter of ethics and responsibility, then lawyers shouldbe expected to live up to it.267Moreover, proponents note that “Rule 6.1 is not a ‘personal’commitment: it is unambiguously a professional one,” and furtherargue that “[a] bar association that advertises that its members have‘a duty … to promote access to the legal system’ cannot simultaneouslytake the position that an individual lawyer’s efforts to fulfill that dutyare merely ‘personal.’”268 Taking the Pulse Survey respondentsagreed, arguing, “[p]ro bono work should be REQUIRED anddocumented by the bar to maintain [one’s] license.”269 Onerespondent noted that “[i]f pro bono isn’t mandatory, a lot of peoplewill never do it” and that “if we really want to chip away at the accessto justice issue, a LOT more attorneys need to be spending some timeon pro bono”270: while another said simply that nothing “short ofmandatory pro bono (or mandatory financial contribution in lieu ofit) will address the access to justice disaster.”271
2. Reporting RequirementsRegarding the adoption of mandatory or voluntary reportingrequirements, significant arguments for and against both approachesexist.272 A mandatory pro bono reporting requirement may moreeffectively raise awareness of the need for pro bono legal services anda lawyer’s professional responsibility to fill that need.273 It may alsocreate an environment characterized by positive peer pressure,leading to an increase in the delivery of legal services to the poor aswell as increased monetary contributions to organizations serving the
267. Campbell, supra note 255, at 18 (emphasis in original).268. Schulman, DeVaney, & Curnin, supra note 266.269. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21(emphasis in original).270. Id. (emphasis in original).271. Id.272. See Reporting of Pro Bono Service, supra note 143.273. Id.
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poor.274 Such an approach also guarantees a high rate of reporting,which in turn permits jurisdictions to collect reliable and consistentdata.275 Jurisdictions may use such data to recognize contributinglawyers, enhance the image of lawyers in the community, andevaluate the jurisdiction’s delivery of legal services to low-incomecommunities.276 As one Taking the Pulse Survey respondent noted:“Mandatory [pro bono] is attractive because good data helps withlegislative advocacy and you’re much more likely to improve what youmonitor. If we don’t monitor pro bono, it is much harder to evaluateeffective strategies . . . .”277Conversely, shaming lawyers into engaging in pro bono maybackfire, causing members of the bar to resent the concept of pro bonoand express hostility, inviting political opposition, or opening the doorfor the public and the press to use the data collected to criticize thebar.278 Relatedly, such a requirement may violate an attorney’sconstitutional right to privacy by publicizing private acts of charityand may violate an attorney’s right to be free from involuntaryservitude.279 Moreover, the creation of an infrastructure to facilitate amandatory pro bono requirement may place a financial burden onjurisdictions and an onerous responsibility on attorneys280 who arealready overworked—and in the case of some solo practitioners—struggling to make ends meet.281A voluntary pro bono reporting requirement, however, countersmost of the arguments against a mandatory system by raisingawareness of the need for pro bono services and lawyers’ obligationto fill that need through a more positive, low-burden approach.282Still, the drawbacks of such a system are significant. Response rates,for example, are typically quite low, making any data collectedinsufficient to draw statistically valid conclusions.283 Relatedly,without the effects of peer pressure or any sense of accountability,such a reporting requirement is unlikely to effectively increase
274. Id.275. Id.276. Id.277. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.278. Reporting of Pro Bono Service, supra note 143.279. Id.280. Id.281. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.282. Id.283. Id.
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participation in pro bono.284 As one Taking the Pulse Surveyrespondent frankly commented: “Voluntary reporting of pro bono is ajoke. There’s no good data from voluntary reporting—you don’t knowwhat the non-reporters did in any given year, so you can’t even talkabout trends with any confidence.”285Nevertheless, it has yet to be shown that reportingrequirements—whether mandatory or voluntary—influence lawyersto undertake pro bono service. Because there is no real “stick” undereither approach— whether you do pro bono or not, there is no impacton your license to practice286—a reporting requirement may be anineffectual mechanism for promoting pro bono and closing the justicegap.
3. Law School Accreditation StandardsIn light of ABA accreditation standards for law schools, it issomewhat surprising that states have resisted substantivelyconsidering adopting a rule akin the New York Rule.287 Pursuant toABA Standard 303(b)(2) entitled “Curriculum,” all law schools arerequired to “provide substantial opportunities to students for . . .student participation in pro bono legal services, including law-relatedpublic service activities.”288 Of the 204 institutions accredited by theCouncil of the ABA Section of Legal Education and Admissions to theBar,289 over forty law schools include the completion of a specificnumber of pro bono hours—typically ranging from twenty to seventyhours—as a graduation requirement.290 Further, approximately 125law schools have formal voluntary pro bono programs that matchstudents through a referral system to pro bono opportunities in the
284. Id.285. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.286. See generally Reporting of Pro Bono Service, supra note 143 (outlining thepros and cons of mandatory versus voluntary pro bono reporting requirements).287. Supra Part I(D).288. SECTION OF LEGAL EDUC. & ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR, AM. BAR ASS’N ABA STANDARDSAND RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR APPROVAL OF LAW SCHOOLS 2017–2018 16 (2017).289. ABA-Approved Law Schools, A.B.A.,https://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/aba_approved_law_schools.html [https://perma.cc/HS9V-XSP5].290. Pro Bono Programs Chart, AM. BAR ASS’N (Aug. 15, 2017),https://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/resources/directory_of_law_school_public_interest_pro_bono_programs/pb_programs__chart.html[https://perma.cc/73PN-6FQH].
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community; whereas approximately sixteen law schools have noformal, school-wide program, but pro bono opportunities exist,typically through student-led efforts.291The fifty-hour pro bono requirement under the New York Rulehas the potential to provide aspiring lawyers with hands-on practiceexperience as well as instill a service ethic among tomorrow’slawyers—leading to more lawyers electing to serve the underservedas their primary career or incorporate pro bono within theirpractice.292 However, as previously noted, the mandatory pro bonorequirement places an additional burden on the legal aidcommunity—an already overburdened system—to provide thesupervision and training necessary to permit unlicensed individualsto fulfill the pro bono requirement.293 Such organizations are alreadyexperiencing resource constraints in directly serving their low-income clients; the pro bono requirement adds another layer ofresponsibility on the organizations without the financial support tohire dedicated staff.
B. Incentives and BarriersAside from the debate over mandatory pro bono, the surveys andfocus group discussed in this article yielded notable resultsconcerning award and recognition programs, CLE rules, unbundlingrules, and waiver or special admission rules. Although pro bonoaward and recognition programs did not come out on top in theTaking the Pulse Survey, such programs still received fairly strongsupport as a best practice for pro bono engagement.294 In fact, in thecommentary section, multiple respondents highlighted suchprograms as a critical component of encouraging pro bono withcomments such as “awards and accolades are particularly helpful”;“[c]ourts should be encouraged to recognize and support pro bonowork by lawyers locally in every way that makes sense”; “state andlocal bar associations . . . need to play a larger role in . . . supportingand recognizing volunteers”; and “cannot thank people enough.”295
291. Id.292. N.Y.’S 50-HOUR PREADMISSION PRO BONO RULE, supra note 106, at 5–6.293. Id. at 7–8.294. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.295. Id.
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However, when comparing this response by leaders in the publicinterest community to the response by lawyers in the SupportingJustice Survey, there appears to be a disconnect. In responding to theSupporting Justice Survey, attorneys were least motivated by formalrecognition and awards.296 Although the respondents were perhapsbeing modest, the response provides food for thought as to whetherformal recognition and awards actually promote pro bono work orwhether the effort and funding geared toward such events should bechanneled to more effective mechanisms.Interestingly, permitting attorneys who take pro bono cases toearn free or reduced CLE credits garnered significant support fromrespondents in both surveys.297 As with formal recognition programs,however, t has yet to be shown that such a mechanism influenceslawyers to undertake pro bono service.298 Tennessee, for example,has been experiencing a declining trend in the number of CLE hoursawarded for pro bono work.299 In 2016, Tennessee’s Commission onContinuing Legal Education awarded 1,928.57 hours of CLE credit to1,928 attorneys, representing a nearly 900-hour decline in thenumber of CLE hours awarded in 2015.300 Since 2010, Tennessee hasseen an overall decline in the number of awarded CLE hours by1,706.72 hours.301Because lawyers can now take traditional CLE courses at theirdesks, (usually while multitasking—allowing lawyers to handle
296. SUPPORTING JUSTICE SURVEY, supra note 214, at 21, 35–36.297. Id.; Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.298. As Rima Sirota argued: “The impact of this seemingly win-win arrangementon pro bono service has yet to be determined. As a large-scale solution, however, itpresents problems both in practice and in theory. As a practical matter, state rulesprotect the profitable mandatory CLE industry. Although the rules vary somewhatamong the 11 states, most allow three or fewer yearly mandatory CLE credit hours tobe fulfilled by pro bono work, and most require 15 hours of pro bono work to earnthose three hours of CLE credit. Although the nod to pro bono work is undoubtedly awelcome gesture, the math undermines its value as a pro bono incentive.” Sirota,
supra note 180, at 579; see also Latonia Haney Keith, Above & Beyond: CLE or Not CLE
– That’s the Question, CHICAGO LAWYER (June 1, 2012).299. JUSTICE FOR ALL, PRO BONO REPORT 2016 11 (2016), http://www.tncourts.gov/sites/default/files/docs/atj_2016_pro_bono_report.pdf [https://perma.cc/8HNJ-5HX6].300. Id.301. Id.
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personal or professional matters while listening to a CLE seminar),302CLE credit may not be enough of an incentive to encourage lawyerswho would not otherwise engage in pro bono to take on such a matterin lieu of a traditional CLE course.Likewise, unbundling legal services came out on top of the Takingthe Pulse Survey and the Supporting Justice Survey as a keyalternative form of legal service delivery that provides limitedrepresentation and increases access to justice.303 Unbundlingpotentially helps better prepare pro se litigants for court hearings andrelated procedures, and may allow lawyers to make limitedappearances in court to more effectively assist pro se litigants withnavigating the complexity of court proceedings.304 Unbundling alsoprovides an opportunity for alternative fee arrangements, such asfixed-fee or value arrangements and payment plan options.305Nonetheless, even unbundled services may present financialhardships for the impoverished. The unbundling model also rests onthe assumption that the client has the wherewithal (either financiallyor personally) to handle the other aspects of the matter. Forunderprivileged communities, this assumption may prove false if thedisadvantaged have a limited ability to self-advocate, perhaps due toinsufficient or unavailable self-help and legal aid sources, which couldpotentially diminish the value of the unbundled assistance.306Relatedly, the unbundling model by its nature provides limited scoperepresentation—in other words, assistance with only a component ofthe relevant legal problem. As such, for clients who need fullrepresentation, unbundling may not be appropriate. As onerespondent summed it up, “[u]nbundling can be problematic . . . iffollow up is in fact needed and the client then has nowhere to turn.”307Conversely, the distinction in support between waiving thelicense requirements for out-of-state attorneys assisting in disaster
302. See, e.g., ABACLE, A.B.A, https://www.americanbar.org/cle.html[https://perma.cc/9XAC-QDXW].303. SUPPORTING JUSTICE SURVEY, supra note 214, at 21, 35–36; Survey:Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.304. Kimbro, supra note 202, at 32.305. Id.306. See, e.g., CHI. BAR FOUND., LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION TOOLKIT 6 (2018),http://chicagobarfoundation.org/pdf/resources/limited-scope-representation/toolkit.pdf [https://perma.cc/W935-6P7Z] (listing the client’scapabilities as a consideration in providing unbundled assistance).307. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.
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relief or retired or inactive attorneys, and waiving those samerequirements for in-house or corporate attorneys and law professorswas surprising.308 Based on the commentary, it appears concernsstem from (1) the possibility of in-house attorneys and law professorsusing the loosened requirements as a loophole to non-pro bonopractice; (2) the idea that retired attorneys have more expertiserelevant to the pro bono arena than in-house attorneys and lawprofessors; and (3) uncertainty as to the effectiveness of thosepolicies for in-house attorneys and law professors as compared toretired or inactive attorneys or attorneys keen to assist in disasterrelief.309 One respondent noted:The two options that gave me pause to disagree with werethe waivers of license requirements for in-house/corp[orate] counsel and law professors. I think thoseenticements would be effective only if they were coupledwith statewide efforts to train, recruit, and recognize thoseparticular groups of attorneys. In my experience neithercorporate counsel nor law professors have taken advantageof pro bono opportunities without significant support.310
C. Statewide Pro Bono InitiativesSimilarly, the Taking the Pulse Survey results with respect tostate-wide pro bono initiatives were illuminating.311 The creation ofAccess to Justice Commissions received fairly strong support frompublic interest leaders.312 Bringing together key stakeholders bothwithin and outside the legal profession to focus on generating ideas toclose the justice gap has great potential to lead to innovation andtransformation.313 As one respondent commented:
308. Supra Part II.G.309. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.310. Id.311. Id.312. See id.313. See April Faith-Slaker, Access to Justice Commissions—Accomplishments,
Challenges, and Opportunities, MGMT. INFO. EXCHANGE J., Fall 2015 at 13–18,https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/ATJReports/2015_atjcommissions_mie.authcheckdam.pdf[https://perma.cc/65C7-KJDJ]; see generally Access to Justice Commissions, supra note206 (discussing collaborative efforts among various groups in an effort to removebarriers to justice for underprivileged populations).
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I think ATJ Commissions are important, but I don’t thinkthey should be focused on pro bono. At this point pro bonois not controversial or shouldn’t be and bar associations arethe perfect vehicle to promote pro bono. I would like to seethe Commissions working on bigger, more impactful, andpotentially more controversial or thornier questions andinitiatives to advance [access to justice].314But, often the process can be painfully slow, leading to more talkand less action.315 Most jurisdictions require their commissions tomake recommendations to various bodies.316 For example, in theSupreme Court of Kentucky’s order that created the Kentucky Accessto Justice Commission, the commission is “directly responsible to the[Kentucky] Supreme Court for reporting and makingrecommendations concerning access to justice in the court system bypersons in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.”317 Such a requirementreflects that commissions may not have the requisite power toeffectuate real change. Moreover, the lack of funding to develop,launch, and replicate even the most innovative ideas may also be asignificant roadblock.318 Although great ideas have developed withinthe purview of the existing legal delivery structure, those ideas
314. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.315. See ACCESS UPDATES, supra note 208, at 1–112, 152–58.316. See generally Access to Justice Commissions, supra note 207 (discussingactivities and responsibilities of Access to Justice Commissions).317. Order Establishing of Kentucky Access to Justice Commission ¶ (D)(9) (Sup.Ct. Ky. 2010).318. See, e.g., ACCESS UPDATES, supra note 208, at 123–26 (outlining the results of ayear-long study of the staffing and funding of Access to Justice Commissions acrossthe country); STATEWIDE TASK FORCE TO EXPAND CIVIL LEGAL AID IN MASS., BOS. BAR ASS’N,INVESTING IN JUSTICE: A ROADMAP TO COST-EFFECTIVE FUNDING OF CIVIL LEGAL AID INMASSACHUSETTS 1–2 (2014), http://www.bostonbar.org/docs/default-document-library/statewide-task-force-to-expand-civil-legal-aid-in-ma-investing-in-justice.pdf[https://perma.cc/K89N-V9QU] (“Others, like our Access to Justice Commission, havedeveloped many creative ideas and initiatives for dealing with unrepresentedlitigants. Despite these private efforts, lack of funds is at the root of the problem.”);Jennifer Lechner, Legislature Slashes Aid to People in Need by Eliminating the Access to
Civil Justice Act, NC POLICY WATCH (Feb. 28, 2018),http://www.ncpolicywatch.com/2018/02/28/legislature-slashes-aid-people-need-eliminating-access-civil-justice-act [https://perma.cc/TG8Q-AK5L] (noting that afterbeing in place for twenty-seven years, the North Carolina General Assembly repealedthe Access to Civil Justice Act, which “[a]t the height of state support, . . . directlyappropriated or dedicated fees and fines totaling over $6.1 million to support accessto justice”).
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requiring significant attorney resources face issues of scalability andlongevity.319Conversely, other statewide initiatives received only lukewarmsupport,320 with some participants responding very vocally againstABA Free Legal Answers, which is a model based on the OnlineTennessee Justice platform.321 To address connectivity problems andthe limited supply of lawyers, Tennessee launched the OnlineTennessee Justice platform, a website where qualifying low-incomeindividuals can post civil legal questions to an anonymous lawyer.322The online platform states, “[q]uestions are posted to the queue
319. See Robert Echols, Twelve Lessons from Successful State Access to Justice
Efforts, MGMT. INFO. EXCHANGE J. at 46–48 (Spring 2008),https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/ATJReports/ls_Article_2008_MIE.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/HH9M-NTCQ]; see also Faith-Slaker, supra note 313, at 14 (“Major challenges facing commissions generally includelow visibility of the commission; insufficient attention to planning and assessment;engaging commission members, and insufficient staff capacity. In a few states,institutional relationships with the Supreme Court or the state bar are problematic.”).320. See, e.g., MASS. ACCESS TO JUSTICE COMM’N, ADDITION OF “ACCESS TO JUSTICE” TOPIC TOTHE MASSACHUSETTS BAR EXAMINATION 1 (2013), https://studylib.net/doc/7210479/a-proposal—-mass-access-to-justice-commission [https://perma.cc/CR8L-6PRS](discussing the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court’s approval to add “access tojustice” to the Massachusetts bar exam, making Massachusetts the first state to addthis concept to the exam for new lawyers); MASS. ACCESS TO JUSTICE COMM’N, FINAL REPORTOF THE SECOND MASSACHUSETTS ACCESS TO JUSTICE COMMISSION (2015) (reporting theCommission pursued an “aggressive agenda . . . [of] more than forty pending projects”and addressing the challenges that remain moving forward as many projects werenot accomplished); The Ideas Page, A.B.A., https://www.americanbar.org/groups/delivery_legal_services/initiatives_awards/roadmap_to_access/ideas_page.html[https://perma.cc/AXF6-YNP9] (Recommending that “the Court require an ‘access tojustice impact statement’ be filed” with any amendments or newly proposed laws,rules, or policies that indicates “the number of people impacted by the rule change,whether the change will increase or decrease access to the courts by those of lowincomes and the impact on minorities and those with limited English proficiency”).321. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21. (“State-wide pro bono initiatives such as [ABA] Free [L]egal [A]nswers are, in our opinion,not very effective in directly meeting the needs of a particular locality. I would rathersee state funds go to individual organizations that work together in a collaborativeway to get clients to the right place without a state wide [sic]umbrella that makeseveryone use the same tool.”).322. See ABA Free Legal Answers, TENN. ALLANCE FOR LEGAL SERVICES,https://www.tals.org/abafreelegalanswers [https://perma.cc/H799-T3D5].
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where registered attorneys can review them.”323 Furthermore,“[u]sers have the opportunity to ask three different questions peryear.”324 This online service platform has been recognized across thecountry and has won several awards from the ABA as well as theNational Legal Aid and Defender’s Association.325 In 2015, the ABABoard of Governors unanimously approved the creation of a nationalinteractive pro bono website with a planned site launch in July2016.326Implementing this technology has great potential to servethousands of Americans.327 Currently, the ABA Center for Pro Bonohas fully rolled out the website—ABAFreeLegalAnswers.org—inthirty-eight jurisdictions with four more committed to participate.328To date, individuals of limited means nationwide have submitted over25,000 questions, with many of those questions being submitted onthe Florida, Illinois, Tennessee and Texas versions of the website.329Nearly half of all questions submitted to the website concern familylaw issues, whereas just over a quarter of all questions involve issuespertaining to consumer rights and housing and homelessness.330 Thismodel increases the convenience for lawyers to provide legal servicesto the underserved on their own time. As one Taking the Pulse Survey
323. Id.324. Id.325. Id.326. Mary Ryan, The Standing Committee on Pro Bono and Public Service Year-in-
Review, A.B.A. CTR. FOR PRO BONO EXCHANGE,https://centerforprobono.wordpress.com/2015/12/21/the-standing-committee-on-pro-bono-and-public-service-year-in-review [https://perma.cc/NYV9-FZNQ].327. See Online Tennessee Justice Service Report, TENN. ALLIANCE FOR LEGAL SERVICES,https://www.tals.org/sites/tals.org/files/4%2030%2016%20OTJ%20Service%20Report.pdf [https://perma.cc/27KK-AGB2] (showing that over 12,000 clientaccounts have been created).328. See Marissa LaVette, GIVING BACK: ABA Free Legal Answers, 35 GPSOLO 81, 82(2018); see also ABA Free Legal Answers, A.B.A., https://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/projects_awards/free_legal_answers.html[https://perma.cc/YFB2-FYBY] (showing a map of states that participate in theplatform, with states still in discussion, including California, Colorado, Delaware,Maryland, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and RhodeIsland).329. See GEORGE T. LEWIS, ABA FREE LEGAL ANSWERS (2018),https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/probono_public_service/abafree/afla_presentation.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/N9T4-PCL5]; see also LaVette, supra note 328.330. LEWIS, supra note 329.
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respondent noted, “I think the Free Legal Answer program is great, Ihave been involved in a couple of ‘parties’ where lawyers get togetherand have pizza and answer questions. It has gotten some folksinvolved in pro bono who never really have donated time to ‘regular’people legal problems.”331 More than 4,600 attorneys are registeredon the website, reflecting their willingness to engage in pro bonoadvice to low-income communities.332 Florida, Tennessee and Texaseach boast over 600 registered attorneys; while Illinois, Indiana,Massachusetts, New York and Virginia each boast close to or between200 to 300 registered attorneys.333All legal advice, however, is limited in nature, and therefore thismodel is ineffectual for low-income individuals who need more robustservice. Relatedly, it is unclear as to whether such a model leads tohigh quality representation, raising potential ethical considerations.As one respondent articulated: “The [ABA] Free Legal Answersprogram poses a real possibility of unsupervised legal advice, asituation that if not carefully controlled can be quite problematic.”334Limitations on the number of questions an indigent person may ask ina year may also be problematic given that studies show that manylow-income individuals and families face more than three differentlegal problems in any given year.335 But most importantly, this model
331. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.332. LEWIS, supra note 329.333. LaVette, supra note 328, at 82.334. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21. But seeRES. CTR. FOR ACCESS TO JUSTICE INITIATIVES, AM. BAR. ASS’N, NATIONAL MEETING OF STATEACCESS TO JUSTICE CHAIRS 240 (2017), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/ATJReports/ls_atj_meeting2017materials.pdf [http://perma.cc/Z58V-S6Y5] (responding to ethical concerns by notingthat because the model does not require “on the spot” advice as with in-person,advice-only clinics or hotlines, volunteers can leverage each other’s expertise throughcollaboration, undertake more robust research before crafting a response, and usethe provided resources tab to find approved advice or responses to commonly askedquestions).335. See, e.g., TASK FORCE TO EXPAND ACCESS TO CIVIL LEGAL SERVS. IN N.Y., REPORT TO THECHIEF JUDGE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 7, 11 (2010) (detailing the results of a civil legalneeds study that surveyed a statistically valid sample of the 6.3 million New YorkState residents living at or below 200 percent of the federal poverty guidelines andfinding that nearly half of respondents—almost three million low-income NewYorkers—experienced at least one specified legal problem (for example, domesticand family issues, employment, finances, health insurance or medical bills, housing,
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requires low-income populations to self-identify their legal problemand understand it well enough to ask a relevant question, and thenhave the wherewithal to understand and effectively act upon anyadvice provided.336
D. So, Where Does That Leave Us?Reflecting on the data obtained through the surveys and thediscussion with leaders who are re-thinking and re-conceiving civillegal practice, jurisdictions should institute rules or policies centeredaround providing foundational encouragement of pro bono andremoving barriers to pro bono practice.337 As the Taking the Pulse
public benefits, and school issues), and 1.2 million low-income residents experiencedthree or more legal problems).336. See REBECCA L. SANDEFUR, ACCESSING JUSTICE IN THE CONTEMPORARY USA: FINDINGSFROM THE COMMUNITY NEEDS AND SERVICES STUDY 16 (2014),https://richardzorza.files.wordpress.com/2014/08/sandefur-accessing-justice-in-the-contemporary-usa-final.pdf [http://perma.cc/Z9KR-AADM] (“When facing civiljustice situations, people often do not consider law at all. They frequently do not thinkof these situations as legal, nor do they think of courts or of attorneys as alwaysappropriate providers of remedy.”); REBECCA L. SANDEFUR, CIVIL LEGAL NEEDS AND PUBLICLEGAL UNDERSTANDING 2 (2012), http://www.americanbarfoundation.org/uploads/cms/documents/sandefur_-_civil_legal_needs_and_public_legal_understanding_handout.pdf[http://perma.cc/7Z94-DS9G] (“Research reveals that when Americans are askedabout their experiences with problems or situations that happen to be justiciable,‘they often do not think of their justice problems in legal terms.’”); see also Gary Blasi,
How Much Access? How Much Justice?, 73 FORDHAM L. REV. 865, 869, 876 n.34 (2004)(“Notwithstanding the popularity of reforms dependent on improving self-help, fewlawyers or judges seriously believe that, when working with the same facts and law,a litigant with one hour of preparation can fare as well in his or her first courtroomappearance as someone with at least three years of training and, in most cases,extensive courtroom experience in similar cases.”); JOHN M. GREACEN, SELF REPRESENTEDLITIGANTS AND COURT AND LEGAL SERVICES RESPONSES TO THEIR NEEDS: WHAT WE KNOW 2(2002), http://www.courts.ca.gov/partners/documents/SRLwhatweknow.pdf[http://perma.cc/LMY8-HG32] (“We have little evidence on whether self-represented litigants who receive assistance are more than likely to obtain afavorable court outcome.”); Haddon, supra note 18, at 13:27–13:37 (“[D]oes access tojustice mean access to legal services or access to a just resolution of legal disputes?”).337. As part of the “Taking the Pulse” survey, respondents were encouraged toshare other potential state-wide rules, policies, or initiatives that they believed wouldbe effective in encouraging pro bono work. The author was intrigued by three ideas,which can all be characterized as incentives to undertake pro bono: rewardingattorneys who provide pro bono legal services with (1) a reduction in their annualbar dues; (2) a reduction in the cost of their malpractice insurance coverage; and (3)
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Survey results evidence, many respondents appear to have a visceralreaction against mandating pro bono; therefore, there is no desire toinstitutionalize any rules, policies, or initiatives to make engagementin pro bono work mandatory, whether for newly admitted attorneysor for attorneys retaining their practice license.338 Similarly, there isa lack of appetite for requiring financial contributions to legal aid orpublic interest organizations in lieu of pro bono.339 Although onerespondent noted with respect to the voluntary ATJ contribution onthe State Bar of Texas Dues Statement that “[i]t was incrediblycontroversial at the time [it was implemented,] but you don’t hear toomuch about it now,”340 another respondent opposed the conceptstrongly:Mandating attorneys to make financial contributions seemsdraconian. Legal services is [sic] for those who are inpoverty, and there should be some general recognition thatyoung attorneys who are new in their careers, or even mid-level attorneys who have families, may not have the abilityto make a financial contribution to any non-profit. I’m a littleoffended that this was included here, actually—peopleshould want to give, not give grudgingly, or because theyhave no alternative.341Despite the opposition towards mandatory pro bono hours, it isclear that the adoption of Model Rule 6.1 and Model Rule 6.5—coupled with the unbundling rules and the adoption of the Model Codeof Judicial Conduct Rule 3.7(B)—are viewed as a critical foundationfor the promotion of pro bono legal services.342 This is evidenced byboth the Taking the Pulse Survey and the Supporting Justice Survey,which noted the limited scope representation and judicial solicitation
tying student loan forgiveness to pro bono hours. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono intothe Justice Index, supra note 21.338. Supra Part III.A.339. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.340. See The Access to Justice Contribution, STATE BAR TEX.,https://www.texasbar.com/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Contribute_to_the_ATJ_Fund&Template=/CM/HTMLDisplay.cfm&ContentID=30215 [https://perma.cc/MPK9-GFQ3]; see also TEX. DISCIPLINARY R. OF PROF’L CONDUCT pmbl. § 6 (2018); BD. DIRS., STATEBAR OF TEX. STATE BAR OF TEXAS RESOLUTION (2000),https://www.texasbar.com/Content/NavigationMenu/LawyersGivingBack/LegalAccessDivision/ProBonoResolution.pdf [https://perma.cc/D79S-6AZW].341. Survey: Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.342. Supra Part II.
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and encouragement as primary motivators for undertaking pro bonowork.343 Thus, as a starting point to promoting pro bono work, alljurisdictions should adopt Model Rule 6.1 and Model Code of JudicialConduct Rule 3.7(B) as the key rules grounding and inculcating probono culture within the jurisdiction. If the rules are already adopted,jurisdictions should revise their rules to mirror the most recentlanguage of those provisions.Furthermore, each jurisdiction should implement rules toremove institutional barriers to pro bono practice to effectivelyexpand the pool of attorneys available to undertake pro bono workwithin the jurisdiction in which they live or practice. Adopting ModelRule 6.5, Model Rule 1.2(c) and other rules permitting limited scoperepresentation and unbundling is a great start. But it is also critical toinstitute rules waiving license requirements or permitting specialadmission to the bar for retired and inactive attorneys, in-house orcorporate counsel, and law professors, and for out-of-state attorneysin times when the jurisdiction is facing a disaster.344 Rather thandistinguishing between these categories of equally capable andqualified attorneys, all of whom must be currently (or formerly)licensed to practice in the relevant jurisdiction, states should followArkansas’s model rules authorizing attorneys to provide pro bonoservices. Pursuant to Arkansas Supreme Court Rule 15.2 entitled “ProBono Legal Services by Non-admitted Licensed Attorneys:”(a) Authorization to Provide Pro Bono Services.Notwithstanding the limitations on practice for attorneyswho are not licensed by the State of Arkansas, non-admittedattorneys are authorized to provide pro bono legal servicesin this state as set out in this order. This order constituteslegal authorization for purposes of Ark. R. Prof’l Conduct5.5(d)(2).(1) The attorney must be licensed in another state orthe District of Columbia and be in good standing in thatjurisdiction.(2) The attorney shall provide his or her serviceswithout charge or an expectation of a fee to persons oflimited means who have been referred to the attorney
343. SUPPORTING JUSTICE SURVEY, supra note 214, at 21, 35–36; Survey:Incorporating Pro Bono into the Justice Index, supra note 21.344. Supra Part II.B., H., G.
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by an authorized sponsoring entity as set out insubsection (b) and only through such referrals.(3) The volunteering attorney shall complete anyappropriate training required by the sponsoring entityand shall additionally comply with the Continuing LegalEducation requirements of any state in which theattorney holds a current license to practice law.(4) If the volunteer attorney’s services for a clientrequire a court appearance, the attorney shall complywith the appearance requirements of Rule XIV of theRules Governing Admission to the Bar and/or theprocedure of the applicable forum, even if the attorneyresides inside the State of Arkansas.(5) The volunteer attorney agrees to be bound andsubject to all applicable Arkansas Rules of ProfessionalConduct.(b) Sponsoring Entity. When providing pro bono servicespursuant to this provision, attorney’s representation shallbe under the auspices of a sponsoring entity. The sponsoringentity shall be a legal aid services provider that representsArkansas clients, namely Legal Aid of Arkansas, Inc., Centerfor Arkansas Legal Services, Inc., Lone Star Legal Aid, Inc., orsuch other entity as may be approved by the ArkansasSupreme Court, and shall:(1) make the volunteer attorney aware of thesponsoring entity’s resources that may be of assistanceto the attorney;(2) maintain a log on an annual basis of all volunteerattorneys providing legal services through thatsponsoring entity; and(3) provide professional malpractice insurancecovering the volunteer attorney’s services if thevolunteer attorney is not otherwise covered byprofessional malpractice insurance.345Lessening the licensing burden for attorneys who limit theirpractice to the provision of pro bono legal services does not run afoulof the underlying purpose of those rules. Nor does it remove theprotections that already exist within the rules of professional conduct
345. ARK. ADMIN. ORDER 15.2 (2011), https://www.arcourts.gov/rules-and-administrative-orders/court-rules/order-15-attorneys-152-pro-bono-legal-services-non [https://perma.cc/Z294-ARSL].
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requiring all attorneys to be, among other things, competent anddiligent.That said, it is insufficient to just institute rules and removelicensing barriers. To effectively promote pro bono, such steps mustbe coupled with a strong infrastructure of well-funded legal serviceproviders and public interest organizations that can offer the training,support, and oversight necessary for an effective pro bono practice.V. CONCLUSIONIn the face of a civil legal system in which access to justice is nota reality for most low-income and modest-means Americans, and inwhich funding to substantially increase the number of legal aidattorneys is unfortunately unlikely, pro bono legal services willcontinue to play a critical role in bridging the justice gap. As such,identifying the statewide rules, policies, and initiatives that areeffective in encouraging pro bono is more important now than ever.Although it is a vital step, the adoption of an aspirational rule alone isinsufficient to dramatically increase the engagement in pro bono bythe private bar.346A commitment to meaningful access to justice requires alljurisdictions in the United States to adopt, not only the current versionof Model Rule 6.1, but also the Model Code of Judicial Conduct Rule3.7(B). Working together, these rules lay the foundation necessary topromote pro bono legal services. Such a foundation coupled with theimplementation of rules that remove institutional barriers to probono practice—such as unbundling rules and rules waiving licensingrequirements or permitting special admission to the bar—will expandthe number of attorneys available to assist the public interest sectorwith meeting the needs of the underserved and disadvantaged.
346. See, e.g., SUPPORTING JUSTICE SURVEY, supra note 214, at 7 (“The number ofattorneys who provide regular and significant pro bono work is not ubiquitous,suggesting that there is room for expanding such services. Overall, attorneysprovided an average of 36.9 hours of pro bono service in 2016, suggesting that manyof the attorneys are providing well below the aspirational goal of 50 hours per yearset forth in ABA Model Rule 6.1 and followed by many states. As shown in Figure 1,only 20% of the attorneys had provided 50 hours or more of pro bono service in 2016.Meanwhile, there is a significant segment of the attorney population—approximatelyone out of five attorneys—that has never undertaken pro bono of any kind.”)(emphasis in original).
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As Reginald Heber Smith pronounced in his groundbreakingbook, entitled Justice and the Poor, “[n]othing rankles more in thehuman heart than the feeling of injustice.”347 It is therefore hoped thatincorporating the above recommendations into the third rendition ofthe Justice Index will ignite advocacy and a change in policythroughout jurisdictions in the United States; thereby moving thecountry one step closer to making access to justice a reality for all.
347. REGINALD HEBER SMITH, JUSTICE AND THE POOR: A STUDY OF THE PRESENT DENIAL OFJUSTICE TO THE POOR AND OF THE AGENCIES MAKING MORE EQUAL THEIR POSITION BEFORE THELAW WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO LEGAL AID WORK IN THE UNITED STATES 10 (1919),https://books.google.com/books?id=j1wXAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA10&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false [https://perma.cc/6ZKF-FKK7].
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